Experimental techniques and instrumentation for space plasma imaging in fluxes of energetic neutral atoms ͑ENAs͒ are reviewed. ENAs are born in charge exchange collisions between space plasma energetic ions and background neutral gas. ENAs are ubiquitous in the space environment and their energies are in the range from a few eV up to Ͼ100 keV. Contrary to charged particles, ENAs can travel large distances through space with minimal disturbance, and by recording ENA fluxes as a function of observational direction, one can reconstruct a global image of a planetary magnetosphere or the heliosphere. Plasma ion energy distribution and ion composition can be remotely established by measuring ENA energies and masses. ENA imaging opens a new window on various phenomena in space plasmas with a promise to qualitatively improve our understanding of global magnetospheric and heliospheric processes. At first we review ENA fluxes in space and their properties, and present a brief history of ENA experimental studies and the evolution of experimental approaches. The concepts of ENA imaging and particle identification are considered and followed by comparison with corpuscular diagnostics of fusion plasmas. Basic ENA techniques and instrument components are then described in detail and critically evaluated; performance characteristics, limitations, and requirements to key instrumental elements are discussed. And finally, representative ENA instruments are shown, and promising instrumental approaches are identified.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the beginning of the space age, in the 1950s and early 1960s, many space experiments were simply an extension of the measurements performed in the physics laboratory, although under very unusual conditions of spacecraft. Severe limitations of available power, requirements of small mass and size, remote control and data acquisition through limited telemetry called for new approaches to designing and building space instruments. An emphasis on reliability-one cannot go and replace a fuse or correct axis alignment on a spacecraft in orbit-was another important new requirement. Space experiments were initially considered by many in the physics community as an unconventional application of simplified laboratory techniques. ͑As Samuel Johnson put it, ''A horse that can count to ten is a wonderful horse, not a wonderful mathematician.''͒ However with time, space instruments evolved into a highly specialized area of scientific instrumentation pioneering new measurement techniques and leading instrument development in such areas as plasma analyzers, particle-and photon-counting position-sensitive detectors, and many others. In this article we review a new emerging field of space experiments and instrumentation: imaging of space plasmas in fluxes of energetic neutral atoms.
The interaction between charged and neutral particles is a common phenomenon in space plasmas. Whenever an energetic ion undergoes a charge exchange process in a collision with a neutral background atom, an energetic neutral atom ͑ENA͒ is born. Ion-electron recombination and neutral atom acceleration by the solar gravitation may also contribute to an ENA population under certain conditions. ENAs are ubiquitous in space environment and their study opens a new window on various phenomena in space plasmas with a promise to qualitatively improve our understanding of global magnetospheric and heliospheric processes. However ENAs have remained poorly explored due to enormous experimental difficulties.
ENAs, contrary to charged particles, can travel large distances through space with minimal changes without undergoing further interaction with plasma. ENA measurements are recognized as a powerful tool to remotely study various global plasma objects in space. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] By recording ENA fluxes as a function of observational direction, one can reconstruct a global image of the object of interest, thus the term ''ENA imaging,'' first introduced in 1984 for imaging from outside 13 and from inside 14 of the magnetosphere. Plasma ion energy distribution and ion composition can be remotely established by measuring ENA energies and masses. ENA imaging usually means not only determining ENA flux angular distribution but also ENA energies and masses. An ENA imaging experiment would ideally produce a set of images of a plasma object in ENAs of different masses and in different energy ranges.
Protons are the most abundant component of space plasma ions. Unlike other space plasma ions ͑e.g., He ϩ and O ϩ ͒, protons cannot be imaged optically, which makes ENAs in many cases the only tool to study processes of interest remotely. The definition of an ''energetic'' particle was originally limited by a minimum energy of several keV, but new experimental techniques have significantly lowered the energy threshold. For the purpose of this article, the ENAs occupy the energy range from few eV up to several hundred keV.
Any object that contains energetic ions and background neutral gas can be imaged in ENA fluxes. Important examples are planetary magnetospheres and the heliosphere. ͑The heliosphere, the region containing expanding solar wind plasma, is about 200 AU in size; 1 AUϭ1 astronomical unitϭ1.5ϫ10 13 cm is the distance between the earth and the sun.͒ Planetary magnetospheres are filled with plasma and the solar wind plasma fills interplanetary space in the heliosphere. Being far from thermodynamic equilibrium, space plasmas are characterized by wildly varying populations of energetic ions. Neutral atom background around the Earth is provided by the terrestrial exosphere that contains escaping hydrogen atoms; [15] [16] [17] the extended hydrogen geocorona was observed and measured many times. 18, 19 The presence of a global population of neutral atoms in interplanetary space is less known. The interstellar gas from the local interstellar medium ͑LISM͒ permeates the heliosphere. If one excludes the sun, planets, and other celestial bodies, then 98%-99% of the mass of matter filling the heliosphere is represented by neutral atoms with only the remaining 1%-2% of matter being plasma. 10 Outside the heliosphere, interstellar space is filled by dilute interstellar gas with varying degrees of ionization. Hence ENAs are born in the planetary environment and in interplanetary and interstellar space as well.
Almost 3 decades of instrument development made ENA imaging of space plasmas possible: the phase of practical implementation has been finally achieved. Simple ENA instruments were recently flown on GEOTAIL, 20 CRRES, 21 and ASTRID 22, 23 missions around the Earth. A sophisticated first large size ENA camera will perform imaging of the Saturn's magnetosphere on the Cassini mission to be launched in October 1997. 24 A dedicated space mission to globally image the terrestrial magnetosphere was studied for several years. [25] [26] [27] A medium-class explorer ͑MIDEX͒ mission IMAGE was recently selected by NASA to perform such imaging; it is presently under preparation for launch in January, 2000. Another ENA experiment ISENA 28 was unfortunately lost with the SAC-B spacecraft during launch in October 1996. A number of other experiments to image planetary magnetospheres and the heliosphere have been proposed and are currently at different stages of development.
ENA images and their evolution in time promise a breakthrough in the understanding of fundamental global processes in space. Conventional in situ measurements of local plasma parameters are inherently limited in their capabilities. Some plasma regions of interest are too far away to be conveniently visited by spacecraft. For example, only remote observations are capable of providing continuous monitoring of the time-varying size and shape of the global heliosphere. [6] [7] [8] [9] 29 Experimental studies of planetary magnetospheres face difficulties of another kind. The measurements of magnetospheric plasma are performed from fast moving ͑2-9 km/s͒ spacecraft, and they cannot unambiguously distinguish between temporal and spatial variations of plasma parameters. 1, 5 Consequently even the simultaneous measurements from several spacecraft are inherently insufficient for reconstruction of complex global magnetospheric processes and require heavy reliance on often simplified and incomplete models.
Accurate understanding of the global magnetospheric processes has become especially important with the growing realization of possible adverse effects of space environment on many technological systems, both on the ground and in space. Communications, TV broadcasting, world-wide navigation, and national security applications that include advance warning, reconnaissance, and nonproliferation compliance monitoring, are increasingly dependent on spacedeployed technical assets. Our ability of predicting the magnetospheric conditions, especially during geomagnetic storms, remains disappointing. 30 NASA, the Air Force, and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration ͑NOAA͒ are currently working to establish a national space weather service. 31, 32 Although first dedicated direct ENA measurements were attempted in the late 1960s, enormous experimental difficulties prevented detailed study of ENAs. ENA fluxes are very weak, sometimes Ͻ1 cm Ϫ2 s
Ϫ1
, and the realistic approach to their direct detection is based on particle interaction with solid surfaces, e.g., electron emission. Ultraviolet ͑UV͒ and extreme ultraviolet ͑EUV͒ photons interact with surfaces often in a similar way, and the background EUV/UV photon fluxes are 3-7 orders of magnitude higher than those of ENAs. Therefore background photon-induced count rate of a conventional secondary electron multiplier would be 2-6 orders of magnitude higher than the ENA count rate. Such inhospitable conditions make ENA measurement an exceptionally challenging task.
There are similarities and there are essential differences between corpuscular diagnostics of hot plasmas in the laboratory and ENA diagnostics of space plasmas. Neutral atom emissions from magnetically confined fusion plasmas were used efficiently to determine plasma ion temperature. [33] [34] [35] [36] The photon-to-ENA ratios in space are not unlike those from fusion plasmas. An important difference between conditions in space and those in the laboratory is that fusion plasma processes are of relatively short duration, Ͻ1 -10 s, with high ENA fluxes, while ENA fluxes are very low in space but it is possible to accumulate the signal much longer. For example, the desired temporal resolution for study of important magnetospheric ring current is in the 5-15 min range. The fusion plasmas have become ''ENA-thick'' with the increasing density, which limits passive corpuscular diagnostics to the study of the plasma edges. In space, the objects are usually ''ENA-thin,'' and ENAs can travel large distances without much disturbance.
The goal of this article is to review and critically evaluate experimental techniques and instrumentation for space plasma imaging in ENA fluxes, covering the energy range from a few eV up to Ͼ100 keV. ENA instrumentation was traditionally divided into two groups corresponding to ''high'' and ''low'' energies with a new ''ultralow'' energy group emerging. ͑Due to the lack of a better phrase we will be using hereafter such awkward terms as ''low-energy ENA'' and ''high-energy ENA.''͒ The division between high-and low-energy ENAs, although never clearly defined, results from use of different approaches and instrument components for suppression of EUV/UV radiation. For example, solid state detectors and thin-film filters are used in highenergy ENA instruments, while many other components, such as ultrathin foils and microchannel plate detectors, are common for both groups. ENA instruments employ many approaches and techniques widely used in space ion analyzers which is an exceptionally developed and advanced area of space instrumentation; [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] the ion analyzers are beyond the scope of this article.
At first we review ENA fluxes in space and their properties, and present a brief history of ENA experimental study and the evolution of experimental approaches. The concepts of ENA imaging and particle identification are considered and followed by comparison with corpuscular diagnostics of fusion plasmas. Basic ENA techniques and instrument components are then described in detail and critically evaluated; performance characteristics, limitations, and requirements to key instrumental elements are discussed. And finally, representative ENA instruments are shown and promising new approaches and developments are identified.
II. ENAS IN SPACE

A. Charge exchange collisions
ENA fluxes come from different ion populations with different compositions, flux levels, and energy, spatial, and temporal dependencies. ENAs are formed in charge exchange collisions ͑Fig. 1͒ between energetic plasma ions and neutral gas atoms
where I 1 ϩ is an ion of species ''1'' and A 2 is an atom of species ''2.'' Species ''1'' and ''2'' may be identical ͑e.g., ). The initial velocity of an energetic particle is only slightly changed in a charge exchange collision. 50 Proton-hydrogen chargeexchange collisions are often the most important process in space plasma: they occur at large impact parameters with only a small momentum exchange between collision partners. For many practically important applications ENAs can be assumed to be born exactly with the ion momentum.
After the birth of an ENA, its trajectory is defined by the initial velocity and gravitational forces only. With a few exceptions, gravitation can be disregarded, and one can assume that the ENA preserves both the direction and magnitude of the energetic ion velocity before the charge-exchange collision. As ENAs travel in space, they may be lost in charge exchange, electron collisions, and photoionization.
Only few species are important for ENA formation. Neutral gas in the heliosphere consists of hydrogen (ϳ90%) and helium (ϳ10%) atoms. Atomic hydrogen dominates the neutral particle environment around the earth from an altitude of 600 km and a few thousands km during periods of minimum and maximum solar activity, respectively. Other important neutral species around the earth are helium and oxygen atoms. Magnetospheric plasma consists mostly of protons with some helium, oxygen, and sulfur ͑found at Jupiter͒ ions. The protons are the major component of the interstellar and solar wind plasmas; the latter contains also ϳ5% of double-charged helium ions ͑alpha particles͒.
Charge exchange cross sections important for ENA production are readily available. 51 A cross section energy dependence for proton charge exchange on hydrogen and helium atoms is shown in Fig. 2 . The difference in cross sections reflects the fact that charge exchange is of a resonance type for proton-hydrogen collisions and requires overcoming an energy threshold in proton-helium collisions. Since the background neutral hydrogen is usually much more abundant than helium, the charge exchange on hydrogen atoms would dominate hydrogen ENA production for energies Ͻ10-100 keV. The charge exchange on helium may become however important for energies Ͼ100 keV.
The ENA measurements would allow one to study the ion population if neutral gas parameters are known, and conversely the neutral atom population characteristics could be obtained if the ion parameters are known. Some information is usually available on both the ions and neutral gas, but often we have a relatively good knowledge of only one component, for example neutral particle environment around the earth. Let us consider now the sources of major magnetospheric and heliospheric ENA fluxes. 
B. Magnetospheric ENAs
Magnetospheres are objects formed by the solar wind plasma flow around planets with intrinsic magnetic field ͑Mercury, Earth, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune͒. Magnetic field presents an obstacle for the highly supersonic solar wind plasma flow, and a bow shock is formed in front of the planet. The size and shape of the magnetospheres are determined by the strength and orientation of the magnetic field, which is usually compressed at the sunward side and significantly stretched at the nightside ͑magnetospheric tail͒. Planets without intrinsic magnetic field ͑Venus, Mars, and Moon͒ may sometime form magnetospherelike plasma structures around the upper atmospheres that are ionized by solar EUV and x-ray radiation. The earth's magnetic field dominates the terrestrial magnetosphere and efficiently traps charged particles ͑Fig. 3͒, which may be accelerated up to very high energies. 52 The ionospheric and solar wind plasmas find a way to leak and fill the magnetosphere with ions and electrons.
Various aspects of magnetospheric physics are discussed in a number of publications. [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] The earth's magnetosphere is shown schematically in Fig. 4 . The bow shock is located approximately at the distance of 12-18 R E ͑R E Ϸ6370 km is the earth's radius͒. A long magnetospheric tail may stretch far beyond the Moon's orbit (ϳ380 000 km) in the antisolar direction. Processes in the magnetospheric tail play an important role in transport of energized plasma toward the earth during magnetospheric disturbances. The orbits of practically all earth-orbiting satellites are inside the magnetosphere. Low-earth orbits are those with altitudes below a few thousand km. A large number of communications and direct broadcasting satellites are at geosynchronous ͑geostationary͒ orbit with a one-day period. This orbit is at approximately a 36 000 km altitude which is well within the magnetosphere.
A magnetosphere is a very complicated object with plasma parameters varying wildly from one region to another. Solar wind carries frozen-in interplanetary magnetic field, about ϳ5 nT near the earth, which changes its direction occasionally. Interplanetary magnetic field interaction with the geomagnetic field is important for energy transfer to the magnetosphere. Many processes involving magnetic field occur in the boundary region between the plasma of the geospheric origin and the solar wind plasma, the geopause. 67 The geopause is at a geocentric distance of ϳ10 R E on the upstream side. Variations of the solar wind pressure and magnetic field result in change of the magnetosphere's size, shape, electric current patterns, and ion flows and lead to energization of electrons and ions and development of various instabilities. 53, 58, 69 The solar-terrestrial link through the interaction of the solar wind with the magnetosphere makes magnetospheric conditions strongly dependent on the solar activity. The most prominent manifestation of this link is large nonrecurrent geomagnetic storms, which are believed to be triggered by relatively dense clouds of plasma ejected from the solar surface, the so called coronal mass ejections, impinging on the magnetosphere. [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] A magnetospheric storm is accompanied by an increase of a ring current, 5, 69, 77, 78 which produces perturbations up to 1% of the magnetic field at the earth's surface. The ring current is an electric current flowing around the earth due to the presence of energetic ions in the magnetosphere; its decay occurs largely through charge exchange on background neutral atoms resulting in production of ENA fluxes. 69, 77, 79 Magnetospheres of other planets have been studied by flyby spacecraft ͑Mercury, Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus͒, in some cases ͑Venus and Mars͒ by orbiters and landers, and by astronomical observations and radio emission detections from earth. There are detailed descriptions of the magnetospheres of Mercury, [80] [81] [82] Venus, 81, 83 Mars, 81, 84 Jupiter, 85, 86 Saturn, 87 and Uranus. 88 The magnetosphere of Jupiter is currently being explored by the Galileo orbiter, and the magnetosphere of Saturn will be studied by the forthcoming Cassini mission.
The emphasis of the study of the terrestrial magnetosphere has shifted from discovering the new magnetospheric features to attempts to explain how the magnetosphere works. Such shift is driven not only by the maturing of the field but by the practical requirements as well. An important goal is to construct a magnetosphere model that will provide capabilities of predicting magnetosphere's behavior in response to solar disturbances, in particular characteristics of geomagnetic storms and substorms. Although a clear understanding of the relation between the disturbed space weather conditions and adverse effects on various technological systems has yet to be achieved, 71, 89, 90 significantly improved knowledge of geomagnetic storm processes is needed to better understand and to reduce storm-related damage.
On the ground, major magnetospheric disturbances cause changes in the geomagnetic field, which in turn lead to the induction currents in long conductors. 91 Effects of geomagnetic disturbances include disruptions of cable communications, which were observed in telegraph lines since the middle of the 19th century; 91, 92 interference with navigational systems such as LORAN and OMEGA and highfrequency ͑HF͒ and ultrahigh frequency ͑UHF͒ communications; various effects ͑leading to blackouts of large areas͒ on power distribution systems; 93 corrosion of pipelines; 94, 95 and interference in high-resolution global positioning system ͑GPS͒ technology. Magnetospheric storms significantly increase precipitation of energetic particles, which poses health hazards to airline crews and passengers at high altitudes on polar routes; the crews of high-altitude reconnaissance planes may also be affected.
In space, magnetospheric disturbances damage and reduce lifetime of satellites, 96, 97 both at low-earth and geosynchronous orbits. In particular, excessive charging of spacecraft surfaces may cause irreparable damage to space systems. 98, 99 Major geomagnetic storms lead to heating and expansion of the upper atmosphere. The atmospheric expansion may lead to a significant increase of atmospheric drag on low-altitude satellites and cause their premature reentry. Establishment of a national space weather service requires significantly improved understanding of adverse effects of the disturbed space weather conditions on technological systems 89, 90, 97 as well as capabilities of advance warning and storm prediction. [30] [31] [32] Plasmas in different regions of the terrestrial magnetosphere, radiation belts, cusps, plasmasphere, magnetosheath, plasma mantle, plasma sheet, and polar wind, are characterized by widely varying parameters, and these regions actively interact with each other. For example, magnetosheath plasma has temperatures of 0.1-1 keV, proton energies in the magnetospheric tail proton streams are 10-100 eV, while ions in the ring current have energies between few hundreds eV up to hundreds of keV. The macroscale characteristics of the magnetospheric regions and their boundaries and how they interact to define global characteristics of the magnetosphere are not well known 5, 100 resulting in a long list of unanswered specific questions. 101 The uppermost part of a planetary atmosphere, the exosphere, [15] [16] [17] provides neutral collision partners for ENA production. The exospheric hydrogen atom population was extensively studied around earth by the Dynamic Explorer ͑DE-1͒ satellite. 102, 103 The number density distribution, which can be assumed to be spherically symmetric close to the earth, is shown in Fig. 5 . 102 At larger geocentric distances, solar radiation pressure ͑in resonance hydrogen H I Ly-␣ line, 1216 Å͒ would produce an asymmetry of hydrogen spatial distribution. 104 Abundant background neutral gas can be found in the magnetospheres of other planets as well. 105 The composition of magnetospheric ENAs is largely determined by the composition of energetic ions. Hydrogen ͑H͒, helium ͑He͒, and oxygen ͑O͒ ENAs have been identified by the first experimental ENA composition measurement in the terrestrial magnetosphere. 106 One expects to find also sulfur ͑S͒ ENAs in Jupiter's magnetosphere ͑sulfur is abundant in the plasma torus as a result of volcanic activity on Jupiter's moon Io͒. An important type of ENAs can precipitate toward the earth surface, [118] [119] [120] [121] [122] [123] for example ENAs born in charge exchange of ring current ions ͑Fig. 6͒. The ENAs may reach low altitudes where they are re-ionized by charge exchange and newly born energetic ions are trapped by the magnetic field. 124 The precipitating ENAs can be studied from lowearth orbit spacecraft and were recently measured by the CRRES 21, 125 and ASTRID 22, 23, 118 satellites. The characteristics of precipitating ENAs are important for verification and testing of our theories of nocturnal thermospheric heating, low latitude aurorae, formation of a low-altitude ion belt at low latitudes, particle precipitation, and escaping neutrals. The precipitating ENA fluxes may be as high as 10 4 cm Ϫ2 s Ϫ1 sr Ϫ1 keV
Ϫ1
. 28, 111, 121 The measurements of precipitating ENA fluxes are possible only at altitudes higher than a certain level where the effect of collisions with ionospheric and atmospheric ions and neutrals is minimal. The collisions with atmospheric neutrals are the most important limitation, 123 and the computer simulations 123 showed that ENA measurements would be possible during solar maximum at altitudes higher than 600-700 km with less than 10% of ENAs affected. Actually the disturbance of ENA fluxes would be smaller since the effect of the collisions in the computer simulation 123 was overstated: the scattering angles of most of the ENAs that experienced an elastic collision would be smaller than the angular resolution of an ENA instrument. In addition, some elastic collision cross sections 126 were calculated in the angular range where the elastic scattering model assumption was not valid. One can expect that the measurements of precipitating ENAs would be possible at altitudes as low as 500-600 km.
C. Heliospheric ENAs
The interaction between the sun and LISM is manifested by the buildup of a heliosphere. [127] [128] [129] [130] [131] The sun is a source of the highly supersonic flow of plasma called the solar wind. [132] [133] [134] [135] Solar wind expands into the LISM which is filled with partially ionized interstellar gas, interstellar magnetic field, and cosmic rays. The LISM is a medium with a small but finite pressure. The dynamic pressure of the expanding solar wind flow decreases with distance from the sun, and at a certain distance the solar wind expansion must be stopped. The cavity containing the solar wind is called the heliosphere. The dynamic pressure of the solar wind varies by a factor of 2 during the 11-year solar cycle, 136 thus resulting in variations of the size and shape ͑heliosphere ''breathing''͒ of the heliosphere. 136, 137 The heliosphere is a complicated phenomenon where solar wind and interstellar plasmas, interstellar gas, magnetic field, and cosmic rays play prominent roles. The structure of the heliosphere and its boundary, as well as properties of the LISM, are of fundamental interest and importance and the available experimental data are scarce and indirect. The heliosphere provides a unique opportunity to study in detail the only accessible example of a commonplace but fundamental astrophysical phenomenon-the formation of an astrosphere. A self-consistent model of the stationary heliosphere has yet to be built and some aspects of the interaction, for example temporal variations and instabilities, are not satisfactorily understood even on the qualitative level. The physics of the LISM is also poorly understood. [138] [139] [140] FIG. 6. ENAs produced in charge exchange of ring current ions. The neutrals travel on straight line trajectories, mostly outwards, but a fraction impinges on the upper atmosphere, and depending on species and energy, some will then re-ionize, and near the equator become temporarily trapped. ͑After Ref. 120 . ͒   FIG. 7 . Two-shock model of the solar wind interaction with the local interstellar medium ͑LISM͒. ͑TS͒ termination shock; ͑HP͒ heliopause; ͑BS͒ bow shock; ͑CR͒ cosmic rays; ͓ISG͑P͔͒ interstellar gas ͑plasma͒; ͑B͒ magnetic field.
Various heliospheric models were proposed for different solar wind plasma and LISM parameters. [128] [129] [130] [141] [142] [143] [144] [145] [146] [147] A possible heliospheric structure is shown in Fig. 7 for the most advanced and quantitatively developed two-shock model. 146, [148] [149] [150] A supersonic flow of the solar wind plasma terminates at a solar wind shock front ͓termination shock ͑TS͔͒ beyond which its kinetic energy is largely converted into thermal energy of the subsonic plasma. A supersonic flow of the interstellar plasma ͑''interstellar wind''͒ is stopped at the bow shock ͑BS͒.
The interstellar wind blows from a direction with ecliptic longitude 252°and latitude ϩ7°and with a velocity 26 km/sϭ5.5 AU/year, [151] [152] [153] [154] and the heliosphere is likely to be elongated along this velocity vector ͑Fig. 7͒. Solar wind anisotropy 135 as well as the presence of the ͑currently unknown͒ interstellar magnetic field ͑typical value 0.1-1 nT͒ would result in deviations from cylindrical symmetry. The earth is positioned in the upwind direction in the beginning of June each year. Neutral interstellar gas consists mostly ͑80%-90%͒ of hydrogen atoms with a number density 0.05-0.2 cm
Ϫ3
; the remaining atoms are helium with the addition of traces of heavier elements ͑O, Ne, Ar, etc.͒. [138] [139] [140] 155 Interstellar gas is partially ionized, 138, 140, 156 and the interstellar plasma is believed to have a number density 0.02-0.1 cm
. The degree of interstellar gas ionization would affect the morphology of the heliospheric interface region. 150 The estimates of the size of the heliosphere vary between 70 and 120 AU. The closest possible position of the termination shock is ''pushed'' steadily away from the sun by the Voyager 1 spacecraft, which was at 65.2 AU on January 1, 1997, and which continues to move in approximately the upwind direction with the speed of 3.5 AU/year. Voyager 1 did not cross the termination shock yet. Another distant spacecraft, Pioneer 10, was at 66.6 AU downwind from the sun on January 1, 1997, and it moves with the speed of 2.7 AU/year. The Pioneer 10 scientific mission was terminated several months ago due to decreasing capabilities of its power system.
Background neutral gas
Production of heliospheric ENAs requires background neutral gas. Two major sources of background neutral particles in the heliosphere are provided by the interstellar gas penetrating the solar system and, in the sun's vicinity (Ͻ0.5 AU), solar wind plasma neutralization on interplanetary dust. Planets provide localized sources of thermally escaping neutral atoms. The lifetime of a hydrogen atom with respect to ionization is about 20 days at 1 AU. Hydrogen would form a cloud with a radius of 0.01 AU around the earth. Thus the highly localized planetary neutrals can be disregarded, when global populations of heliospheric ENAs are considered. However ENAs emitted by giant planets ͑Ju-piter and Saturn͒ may substantially contribute to a global population of heliospheric neutral minor constituents, viz., atomic oxygen. 157 Number density of interstellar gas is so small (ϳ0.1 cm
Ϫ3
) that atom mean free path with respect a collision is larger than the expected size of the heliosphere.
Therefore interstellar neutral atoms can be treated as individual particles moving under the forces of the solar gravitational attraction and solar radiation pressure. 158 The radiation pressure approximately counterbalances solar gravitation for hydrogen atoms but is unimportant for helium. Atom loss occurs due to ionization by charge exchange with the solar wind ions, solar EUV photoionization, and collisions with solar wind electrons, the latter process being important only close to the sun (Ͻ1 AU).
A concept of interstellar hydrogen and helium atom penetration of the heliosphere is supported by extensive experimental observations. The techniques to study interstellar gas include observation of interplanetary glow ͑resonant scattering of the solar radiation in H I 1216 Å and He I 584 Å lines͒, [141] [142] [143] [144] [158] [159] [160] [161] [162] detection of pickup ions in the solar wind, [163] [164] [165] [166] direct detection of interstellar helium flux, 153, 154 and astronomical observations of the nearby interstellar medium. 151, 152, 167, 168 An important minor heliospheric constituent, oxygen, can be from interstellar 169, 170 and magnetospheric 157 sources. The number density of interstellar neutrals filling the heliosphere is in the 0.01-0.1 cm
range.
Another source provides neutral gas in the sun's immediate vicinity (Ͻ0.5 AU). Interplanetary space is filled with a population of interplanetary, or zodiacal dust that tends to congregate toward the sun due to the Poynting-Robertson effect. The surface layer (Ͻ500 Å) of the dust grains is quickly saturated by the bombarding solar wind ions, which leads to desorption of neutral atoms and molecules from the surface to maintain equilibrium. 12, 142, [171] [172] [173] The estimates of this neutral particle source suffer from a large uncertainty in the dust population and details of the outgassing process, but the neutral particle number density is unlikely to exceed 0.01 cm Ϫ3 .
Interstellar gas (ISG) ENA fluxes
Neutral interstellar gas ͑ISG͒, which serves as a background gas for ENA-producing charge-exchange collisions in the heliosphere, can be directly detected by ENA instruments. Fluxes of interstellar atoms can thus be called ISG ENA fluxes. Direct detection of ENA fluxes of interstellar helium atoms accelerated by the solar gravitation was recently demonstrated for the first time by the GAS experiment on the Ulysses spacecraft. 153, 154, [174] [175] [176] The helium flux is 10 4 -10 5 cm Ϫ2 s Ϫ1 with atom energies in the 30-100 eV range.
Different radiation pressures and ionization rates lead to differences in properties of interstellar atoms in the heliosphere. In particular, different interstellar species would have different fluxes and velocity distribution functions at the same observation point. 10 Expected fluxes of interstellar neutrals at 1 AU vary from 10 4 cm Ϫ2 s Ϫ1 down to 10 Ϫ1 cm Ϫ2 s Ϫ1 and their velocities vary from 10 to 70 km/s for an observer moving with the earth along its orbit around the sun ͑orbital velocity of the earth is ϳ29.8 km/s͒. The Ulysses instrument GAS is not capable of mass identification, but an alternative detection technology based on surface conversion to negative ions would be capable of ISG ENA mass analysis. 10, 177 Thus direct in situ measurement of inter-stellar hydrogen, deuterium, and oxygen atoms is possible at 1 AU but has not been realized yet. An accurate direct measurement of the interstellar deuterium-to-hydrogen ratio may potentially provide important constraints on Big Bang cosmology, and oxygen is important to the theory of stellar formation and evolution. 10 
Neutral solar wind (NSW) flux
The understanding of the heliosphere penetration by interstellar neutrals 158 led to the development of a concept of a permanently existing neutral component in the solar wind. This neutral solar wind ͑NSW͒ is believed to be born in charge exchange between the solar wind ions and interplanetary neutrals. 178 Solar wind plasma recombination contributes only a small fraction to the neutral component. 12, 142, 179 The NSW atoms move in the antisunward direction with approximately a solar wind velocity ͑300-800 km/s͒. At 1 AU, NSW consists of neutral hydrogen and helium atoms with an estimated flux of 10 3 -10 4 cm Ϫ2 s Ϫ1 depending on the observer position at the earth's orbit. 12 The NSW constitutes a 10 Ϫ5 -10 Ϫ4 fraction of the solar wind at 1 AU. As the solar wind expands toward the boundaries of the heliosphere, the NSW fraction would increase to 10%-20% and play an important role in the shaping the global heliosphere. 149, 180 The NSW flux may be significantly larger when relatively cold solar material is occasionally ejected from the sun in the coronal mass ejection events.
Due to the earth's orbital motion, the NSW flux would be seen as coming from the direction several degrees off the sun for an observer moving with the earth. 181, 182 Detailed computer simulations show that the NSW flux is confined within a few degree filed-of-view ͑FOV͒. 183 An experiment to measure NSW was prepared in the early 1980s, but not flown yet. 
Low-energy heliospheric ENAs
If the supersonic flow of the solar wind plasma terminates at a solar wind shock front ͑TS͒, the plasma flow kinetic energy is largely converted into thermal energy of the subsonic plasma ͑Fig. 7͒. There is a certain probability for hot (TϾ100 eV) protons of the postshock solar wind plasma to charge exchange on background ISG between the termination shock and the heliopause and give rise to creation of fast hydrogen atoms. These atoms, called low-energy heliospheric ENAs, were predicted 184, 185 in 1963; their characteristics were studied theoretically 9, 129, 142, [186] [187] [188] but never explored experimentally.
Low-energy heliospheric ENAs are probably the only messengers born beyond the solar wind termination shock capable of reaching the inner solar system with minimal changes. The expected ENA flux is highly anisotropic: the flux increases with the decrease of distance from the shock to the sun, and the intensity and energy distribution of ENAs are very sensitive to the details of the interaction of the solar wind with the LISM, the parameters of the LISM, and the characteristics of the distant solar wind. 9 For a termination shock at 80 AU from the sun, the total expected ENA flux is 200 cm Ϫ2 s Ϫ1 sr Ϫ1 from the upwind direction, and atoms are in the energy range 100-800 eV. The ENA flux smoothly changes with the angle of observation, decreasing by a factor of 2 at 40°from the upwind direction. 9 The strong dependence of ENA characteristics on the heliospheric properties makes ENA measurement an ideal direct method to remotely study the distant boundaries of the heliosphere. 9 Only a remote technique can provide a global view of the structure and dynamics of the heliosphere. The heliosphere ENA imaging will become especially important when a Voyager 1 spacecraft one day crosses the termination shock. Voyager in situ measurement will allow ''calibration'' of the remote observations in one point-direction: the measurements of low-energy heliospheric ENAs would reliably establish the shape of the heliosphere on the basis of the distance to the termination shock to be determined by Voyager 1. The next opportunity to obtain data from the heliospheric interface by in situ measurements from another spacecraft ͑planned Interstellar Probe͒ may not come earlier than year 2020.
High-energy heliospheric ENAs
Space plasma in the heliosphere and at its boundary is not in equilibrium and different processes result in distinctive populations of highly energetic ions, which, after charge exchange, would produce high-energy heliospheric ENAs ͑from 10 keV up to Ͼ1 MeV͒.
Heliospheric neutrals are ionized and picked up by the solar wind flow. After reaching the termination shock these pickup ions are believed to be accelerated to high energies and can reenter the heliosphere as cosmic rays, conventionally called anomalous cosmic rays ͑ACRs͒. 189 Charge exchange of ACR ions produces ENAs whose detection would reveal details of ACR production and acceleration at the heliospheric boundary.
Shocks in plasma efficiently accelerate ions to high energies. 190, 191 Various shocks travel through the heliospheric plasma and serve a source of energetic ions and correspondingly high-energy ENAs. Complex shock structures in the solar wind include merged interaction regions ͑MIRs͒ and corotating interaction regions ͑CIRs͒. High-energy heliospheric ENAs are generated by charge exchange of ACR ions, MIR, and CIR shock-accelerated ions, quite-time interplanetary ions ͑QTIP͒, and energetic solar particles ͑ESPs͒. 6, 8, 11 Computer simulations predict complicated dependence of ENA characteristics on the direction of observation; 6, 8 upper limits of ENA fluxes do not exceed 10 Ϫ2 , -10 Ϫ3 cm Ϫ2 s Ϫ1 sr Ϫ1 keV Ϫ1 and decrease with increasing atom energy. Theoretical models predict the maximum of the ACR-produced high-energy ENA fluxes from the heliospheric tail ͑downwind͒ region, 192 which is exactly opposite to the direction where the maximum low-energy ENA flux is expected. The analysis of the experimental data from the CELIAS instrument 49 on the SOHO spacecraft may produce first experimental data on high-energy heliospheric ENAs in the near future.
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III. BRIEF HISTORY OF EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF ENAS IN SPACE
While there are a number of publications on different aspects of the history of solar-terrestrial and magnetospheric physics, 65, 66, [194] [195] [196] [197] [198] the story of ENA experimental study has never been told in detail. The presence of ENAs in the terrestrial environment was reliably established for the first time in 1950 by optical recording of Doppler-shifted hydrogen Balmer H␣ emission ͑6563 Å͒ in an aurora. 199, 200 The precipitating hydrogen ENAs are born in the charge exchange between energetic protons and neutrals of the upper atmosphere and exosphere. Balmer H␣ emission is in the visible wavelength range. It can be optically detected from the ground, and auroral emissions were extensively used to study the characteristics of energetic particles. 194, 201 While hydrogen Balmer lines were observed in the auroral regions since the late 1930s, 202 it was not until 1950 that a Dopplershifted H␣ line was unambiguously explained with the presence of hydrogen ENAs. 199 The importance of ENA production processes for the magnetosphere was understood 203 by noting that the protonhydrogen atom charge exchange cross section was rather high for collision velocities less than the electron velocity in a Bohr orbit, i.e., for protons with energies Ͻ25 keV ͑Fig. 2͒. Charge exchange determines many important properties of geomagnetic storms. The ''main phase'' of a geomagnetic storm may last from 12 to 24 h, and it is characterized by a weakening of the geomagnetic field. The main phase is usually followed by a ''recovery phase,'' when a gradual field recovery toward the initial undisturbed value of the geomagnetic field is observed. The recovery time constant may be 1 day or sometimes longer.
It was suggested for the first time in 1959 that charge exchange between the magnetic storm protons and neutral atmospheric hydrogen atoms provided the mechanism for the recovery phase. 77 The charge exchange process leads to the production of fast hydrogen atoms and observation of such atoms was first proposed in 1961 as a tool to study the proton ring current present during a magnetic storm. 78 A source of ENAs beyond the magnetospheric boundary, viz., charge exchange between the solar wind and the escaping hydrogen geocorona, was also identified for the first time. 78 The concept of imaging the magnetospheric ring current in ENA fluxes from outside 13 and, ''in a limited fashion,'' from inside 14 was introduced much later in 1984. The presence of atomic hydrogen in interplanetary space was first derived 185 in 1963 from sounding rocket measurements 204 of Doppler-broadened hydrogen Ly-␣ ͑1216 Å͒ radiation ͑see also review of the early study of extraterrestrial Ly-␣ radiation 205 ͒. It was recognized since the late 1950s that Doppler shift measurements could distinguish between the telluric ͑geocorona͒ and interplanetary hydrogen. 206 The emerging concept of the heliosphere 184 was extended in 1963 by the suggestion that about half of the solar wind protons would reenter the solar cavity in the form of hydrogen ENAs ͑with 3/4 of the initial solar wind velocity͒ as a result of processes at and beyond the solar wind termination region. 185 It was established later that an interplanetary glow in the hydrogen and helium resonance lines was produced by resonant scattering of the solar radiation by interstellar gas directly entering the solar system. [141] [142] [143] [144] [158] [159] [160] [161] The ''returning'' neutral solar wind flux 185 is believed to be significantly smaller and highly anisotropic. 9 It was also suggested in the early 1960s that a large number of neutral atoms could be present in the solar wind as transients due to ejection of solar matter in violent events. 207, 208 Neutral hydrogen atoms in solar prominences are observed optically, and it was argued that they may reach 1 AU. The follow-on calculations 209, 210 showed that most of the neutral atoms would not survive travel to 1 AU because of ionization by solar EUV radiation and electron collisions. The neutral component of the solar wind is born mostly in charge exchange between the solar wind ions and interstellar gas filling the heliosphere. 12, 142, 178 Direct ENA measurements promised exceptional scientific return, but the necessary instrument development was only started in the late 1960s by Bernstein and co-workers 119, [211] [212] [213] at TRW Systems Inc., Redondo Beach, California. Direct, in situ measurement of ENA fluxes in space was first attempted on April 25, 1968 in a pioneer rocket experiment. 119 The first dedicated ENA instrument was launched on a Nike-Tomahawk sounding rocket from Fort Churchill, Manitoba, Canada. This experiment was followed by the launch of a similar instrument on a Javelin sounding rocket on March 7, 1970 to an altitude of 840 km at Wallops Island off the coast of Virginia. 214 The experiments detected hydrogen ENA fluxes in the range 10 keV. The reported ENA fluxes were considered by many as excessively high, however these results have never been directly challenged in the literature. The first ENA instrument 212 is shown in Fig. 8 . It had many features and introduced many components and techniques that would later on become widely used by various modern ENA instruments. The instrument was based on foilstripping of ENAs and subsequent analysis of the resulting positive ions. Electrostatic deflection plates were used to remove incident protons and electrons with energy Ͻ25 keV at the entrance ͑the instrument also had an additional 100 G magnetic field to remove electrons with energies Ͻ50 keV͒. The deflection plates served to define the solid angle of the instrument. ENAs were stripped passing an ultrathin (2 g/cm 2 ) carbon foil mounted on an 80% transparent grid. A hemispherical energy analyzer, which focused the ions in one dimension, was used for energy analysis. The stripped ENAs, protons, in a selected energy range, passed through the analyzer and were counted by a channel electron multiplier ͑CEM͒. Use of two additional identical instrument sections without deflecting voltage and without an ultrathin foil allowed the simultaneous measurement of proton fluxes and the monitoring of the background count rate during the experiment, respectively.
An attempt to measure ENAs was made in the RIEP experiment ͑a Russian acronym for ''registerer of intensity of electrons and protons''͒ on the Soviet Mars-3 interplanetary mission ͑launched May 28, 1971 ; entered low Mars orbit on December 2, 1971͒. The experiment was designed to measure the energy distribution of plasma ions and electrons in the Mars' environment as well as in the solar wind during interplanetary coast. The RIEP instrument consisted of eight separate cylindrical electrostatic energy-per-charge analyzers, each followed by a CEM to count particles. 215 Each analyzer unit was designed to measure charged particles of a selected energy-per-charge ratio. Two ultrathin carbon foils (150 ÅϷ3.5 g/cm 2 ) were installed in front of two of the eight analyzers. A comparison of count rates from analyzers with and without foil while measuring particles with the same energy-per-charge ratio was expected to provide information on high-intensity neutral atom fluxes. No charged particle deflectors were used in front of the ultrathin foils, and the experiment failed to establish ENA fluxes, which are usually relatively weak.
Another ENA instrument, a slotted-disk velocity selector, was successfully built and mechanically and electrically tested in a rocket flight in 1975. 181 This narrow ͑FOV͒ instrument, which demonstrated efficient rejection of charged particles and photons, was especially suitable for measurement of ENAs with velocities Ͻ500 km/s (EϽ1.3 keV/ nucleon͒. It is interesting ͑see below͒ that measurements of the interstellar helium flux and of the neutral component in the solar wind were considered as possible applications. 181 Apparently due to large size, mass, and power consumption as well as the torque exerted on a spacecraft ͑the instrument included at least two disks 16.24 cm in diameter on a shaft 74 cm long spinning at 4.5ϫ10 4 rpm͒ this instrument was never used for ENA measurements, and the technique development was discontinued.
The interest to the concept of a mechanically moving ENA velocity selector was recently revived by suggestion to use unconventional high-frequency mechanical shutters mounted on ceramic piezoelectric crystals. 216 Such an approach seems to be especially promising for the study of low-energy ENAs, but further development is needed to demonstrate its feasibility.
The initial ENA measurements 119, 214 were not repeated and/or independently verified, and they were largely ignored by the space community. Exceptionally strong EUV/UV radiation background was identified as a major obstacle for reliable ENA measurements in space, and experimental difficulties were perceived as insurmountable by many at that time.
Three groups accepted the experimental challenge and continued independent development of dedicated ENA instrumentation in the late 1970s. A group at the Max-PlanckInstitute for Aeronomy ͑MPAe͒, Lindau, Germany targeted direct in situ detection of interstellar helium flowing into the solar system. 174, 175 ͑The experiment was suggested for the first time in 1972 in a proposal by H. Rosenbauer, H. Fahr, and W. Feldman͒. Another group at the Space Research Institute ͑IKI͒, Moscow, USSR, planned to measure the neutral component in the solar wind and heliospheric ENAs. 177, 182, 217 It is interesting that the Moscow group initially considered also direct, in situ detection of the interstellar helium flux 218 but ultimately decided to concentrate on the neutral solar wind ͑NSW͒ and heliospheric ENAs. The NSW experiment was actively supported by a group at Space Research Center in Warsaw, Poland, which also theoretically studied heliospheric ENAs and ENAs produced in the giantplanet magnetospheres. [219] [220] [221] A third group at the University of Arizona focused on the possibilities of measuring ENAs in geospace. 222 The GAS instrument 175 to directly detect fluxes of interstellar helium (Eϭ30-120 eV) had a dramatic history of being completely redesigned and built within a record 3 month period in an ''almost super-human effort,'' 176 which had become necessary to realize the original experimental concept on the European-built Ulysses probe after cancellation of the U.S. spacecraft. The GAS was then successfully flown 153, 154, 176 on Ulysses which was launched in 1990 after many delays, 223 including the one caused by the Space Shuttle Challenger explosion. The neutral helium instrument is based on secondary ion emission from a specially prepared surface. 175, 176 The experiment has produced unique data on interstellar helium characteristics and ENAs emitted from Jupiter's Io torus and continues operating successfully. 154 A new ultrathin-foil based ''direct-exposure'' technique, which does not require stripping of incoming ENAs, was developed by the Moscow group to detect the neutral solar wind. 177, 182, 217 NSW measurements can be performed from an interplanetary or high-apogee earth-orbiting spacecraft by pointing the instrument several degrees off the sun. The possibility of taking advantage of the aberration caused by the earth's motion around the sun was first suggested in 1975 181 and was independently ''rediscovered'' later. 177, 182 The NSW instrument was built for the Soviet Relikt-2 mission which was originally planned to be launched in 1987. 182 The initial experiment also included measurements of ENAs from the heliospheric interface and ENAs emitted from the terrestrial magnetosphere. Detection of ENAs escaping Jupiter and Saturn was also expected. 182, 220, 224 The Relikt-2 mission was postponed many times, and is still awaiting launch ͑now scheduled for 1999͒.
The NSW instrument included a diffraction filter 182, 225 to significantly increase the ENA-to-EUV/UV photon ratio in the sensor. The filter was optional for the planned measurements, 182 and it was not fully developed, when the instrument was built. A new diffraction filter technology is emerging, 226, 227 and a new generation of diffraction filters for ENA instruments is currently being developed and evaluated ͑see Sec. VI F͒. [228] [229] [230] [231] An introduction of the diffraction filters opens the way to take full advantage of a highly efficient direct-exposure technique.
ENA instrument development in the late 1970s and early 1980s did not attract much attention in the space community, and did not enjoy enthusiastic support of the funding agencies. However, the importance of ENAs for mass, energy, and momentum transport in space was established and new opportunities offered by remote ENA imaging in separating spatial variations from temporal ones in space plasmas were gradually recognized.
Several measurements of large fluxes of ions (E Ͻ10 keV) near the equator at altitudes below 600 km had been reported since the early 1960s. 232 Fluxes of high-energy ions (0.25ϽEϽ1.5 MeV) were measured later at low altitudes by the German AZUR spacecraft, 124, 233 and the ions with energies down to 10 keV were detected there in 1973. 234 Theoretical calculations predicted a short lifetime for such low altitude protons near the equator due to collisions with atmospheric particles. The proton loss thus required an injection of protons in a limited region below 600 km. The required proton source to compensate proton loss due to interaction with atmosphere must also be atmosphere dependent. The explanation, found in 1972, 124 suggested that trapped energetic ions in the ring current at much higher altitudes produce ENAs in charge exchange, and a fraction of these ENAs reaches low altitudes where they are re-ionized by charge exchange and are consequently trapped by magnetic field ͑Fig. 6͒.
In the heliosphere, the neutral solar wind is believed to provide a transport mechanism similar to that of magnetospheric ENAs. 180 As the solar wind expands toward the boundaries of the heliosphere, the neutral fraction in the solar wind gradually increases to 10%-20% at the termination shock ͑Fig. 7͒. While the solar wind plasma flow is terminated by the shock, the solar wind ENAs easily penetrate the region of the heliospheric interface and enter the LISM, sometimes called ''very local'' interstellar medium ͑VLISM.͒ The solar wind ENAs thus interact with the approaching local interstellar plasma via charge exchange with plasma protons. Hence, the boundary of the region of the sun's influence, the solar system ''frontier,'' extends further into ''pristine'' interstellar medium. The significance of this neutral solar wind effect 180 on LISM was recently confirmed by detailed computer simulations of the heliospheric interface. 149, 150 The interest in ENA characteristics and instrument development began to grow after the serendipitous discovery of ENAs made by energetic particle instruments on several spacecraft. Energetic particle instruments are usually based on solid state detectors and often capable of discriminating against electrons. However, such instruments generally cannot distinguish between a charged particle and an ENA. Therefore an energetic particle detector would efficiently serve as an ENA detector only in the absence of the normally abundant ions. Only high-energy ENAs (E Ͼ10-20 keV/nucleon) can be detected by such instruments.
Analysis 235 of inconsistencies in interpretation of energetic particle measurements by the IMP 7 and 8 satellites ͑at ϳ30-35 R E from the Earth͒ led to the conclusion that a certain fraction of counts during periods of very low fluxes 236 was caused by radiation belt-produced ENAs with energies 0.3-0.5 MeV.
Both energetic ions and neutrals were detected during the magnetic storm in 1982 by the SEEP instrument on the S81-1 spacecraft at low altitude. A double charge-exchange mechanism ͑Fig. 6͒ was invoked to explain the observations, and it was also suggested that measurements of energetic neutral atoms at low altitude ''might be able to image, in a limited fashion, the integral ion intensities of the ring current as a function of latitude and longitude.'' 14 ENA fluxes of nonterrestrial origin were detected on a Voyager 1 spacecraft during flybys of Jupiter 237 and Saturn 238 in March 1979 and November 1980, respectively. The low energy charged particle ͑LECP͒ instrument on Voyager-1 included a silicon detector to accumulate counts from eight separate directions in the ecliptic plane. 239 The detector was designed to measure ions ͑electrons were swept away by magnetic field͒ with energies Ͼ40 keV.
During the approach to Jupiter, when Voyager 1 was still outside the gigantic Jovian magnetosphere, an excess count rate was measured in the sector containing the planet in its FOV. The detector characteristics limit the possible sources of the excess counts to energetic ions, x rays, and ENAs. No energetic ion fluxes with required intensity and energy were expected at the location of measurements since there were no magnetic field lines connecting to Jupiter. 237 It is known that x rays can be generated in planetary magnetospheres by precipitating energetic electrons, usually in polar regions. Consideration of x-ray generation showed that the required fluxes of electrons were several orders of magnitude higher than those found in the Jovian magnetosphere. The conclusion of data analysis was that ''the only remaining possibility of explaining the excess counts ... is energetic neutral atoms.'' 237 The energy dependence of the observed ENA spectra was similar to the one established for energetic ions in the magnetosphere during the close flyby.
A similar excess count rate was measured one and a half years later during the flyby of Saturn. 238 Here again the observed count rate, if interpreted in terms of x rays, cannot be reasonably related to precipitating magnetospheric electrons. It was concluded that ''charge exchange of energetic ions with satellite tori is an important loss mechanism at Saturn as well as at Jupiter.'' 238 Possible ENA signatures in the experimental data ob-tained by energetic particle instruments 240 on IMP 7,8 and ISEE 1 were analyzed in 1982. 241, 242 Detection of ENAs (Eϳ50 keV) was unambiguously established, and their source was identified as the ring current in the terrestrial magnetosphere. 107 Coarse spatial information on ENAproducing regions was derived and ENA energy distribution and mass composition were determined. The ENA measurements were made from positions where magnetic field lines allowed only negligible fluxes of energetic ions, so that the detectors counted only ENAs. The analysis 107 of these measurements was a major milestone in validating the idea that the global magnetospheric processes can be efficiently studied remotely by measuring ENAs. It was also suggested that ENA imaging could be used to study the magnetospheres of Jupiter and Saturn.
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The follow-on analysis of the ISEE 1 data demonstrated the powerful potential of the ENA detection as an imaging technique by reconstructing the first ENA global image of the storm-time ring current ͑at Eϳ50 keV͒. 79 The instrument 240 on ISEE 1 was capable of measuring the incoming ENA flux, and imaging was performed by a combination of spacecraft spin and instrument axis scanning by a moving motorized platform. A procedure for computer simulation of all-sky ENA images was established and the theoretically predicted images were compared with the ring current image obtained by ISEE 1 at a radial distance of 2.6 R E during a 5 min observation.
The analysis of excessive count rates 237, 238 detected by Voyager 1 during Jupiter and Saturn flybys allowed one to determine some ENA characteristics in the vicinity of the giant planets. 108 Further computer simulations of expected ENA emissions demonstrated the efficiency of ENA imaging as a tool to study the magnetospheres of Jupiter and Saturn from flyby spacecraft and orbiters. 109, 110, 224, 243 Use of energetic particle instruments for detection of high-energy ENA fluxes in the absence of ions became an established experimental technique. The storm-time ENA images of the polar cap 244 were recently obtained by the CEPPAD experiment 245 on the POLAR spacecraft. The instrument cannot distinguish between ions and neutrals, and the ENA images were recorded during the portions of the spacecraft orbit where the fluxes of the charged particles were very low.
An instrument with a dedicated high-energy ENA (20 ϽEϽ1500 keV) detection channel was flown on the CRRES satellite in 1991. 21, 125 The neutral channel that consisted of a magnetic deflector followed by a solid-state detector measured ENA fluxes precipitating to low altitudes at the equatorial regions. A small geometrical factor put limit to the imaging capabilities of the instrument. A conceptually similar ENA instrument was recently flown on ASTRID.
22,23 A more sophisticated high energy particle ͑HEP͒ instrument ͑10-100 keV ENAs͒ was launched on the GEOTAIL spacecraft in 1992. 20 The current phase in the study of ENAs in space plasmas is characterized by extensive computer simulations of ENA images, novel instrument development, and the preparation and planning of a number of dedicated ENA space experiments. The concept of global ENA imaging of the magnetosphere is firmly established. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 100, 111, 112 Computer simulations of low-energy [113] [114] [115] and high-energy 111, 116, 118, 246, 247 ENA imaging emphasized the importance of ENA measurements throughout a wide energy range from few eV up to several hundred keV. Various aspects of heliospheric ENA global imaging were theoretically studied for various species and energy ranges. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] 157, 192, 248 The first ENA detections obtained from planetary magnetospheres in the early 1980s triggered new interest in developing dedicated ENA instrumentation: various techniques for detection and imaging of low-and high-energy ENAs were proposed and their laboratory evaluation was begun. 243, [249] [250] [251] [252] [253] [254] Several new research groups have entered the ENA-imaging field since then and significant improvements of the known experimental techniques as well as a number of innovative approaches were proposed, especially for low-energy ENAs. 4, 10, 125, 216, 225, [228] [229] [230] [254] [255] [256] [257] [258] NASA recently selected an IMAGE mission to perform comprehensive imaging of the terrestrial magnetosphere in EUV, FUV, and ENA fluxes. A sophisticated first large size ENA camera INCA 24 on Cassini will soon perform ENA imaging of the Saturnian magnetosphere and the exosphere of the Saturnian moon Titan.
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IV. ENA IMAGING A. ENA imaging concept and major instrument requirements
An energetic ion gyrates about a magnetic field line in space ͑Fig. 3͒. When charge exchange occurs, the resulting ENA is liberated from the magnetic field and, as a stone from a slingshot, it moves straight away from the point of its birth. Reconstruction of a global ENA image requires measuring ENA flux dependence on the direction of observation: the instrument has ideally to determine the trajectory ͑flight direction͒ of each individual ENA, identify its mass and energy, and accumulate the image in the memory. A sequence of ENA images ͑for different masses and energies͒ would allow direct observation of global plasma dynamics, e.g., development and decay of a ring current during magnetic storms and variation of the heliosphere's size and shape during the solar cycle.
Some promises a breakthrough in our understanding of plasma processes in and dynamics of the magnetosphere and heliosphere. ͑Feasibility of locating and monitoring the position of the earth's magnetopause and plasmapause by a radio wave sounder from a high-altitude satellite is presently being intensely debated.
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͒ An ENA instrument ideally has to perform the following specific functions:
͑1͒ to prevent charged particles from entering the instrument; ͑2͒ to suppress background EUV/UV radiation; ͑3͒ to identify the incoming ENAs ͑i.e., to determine mass and energy͒; ͑4͒ to determine trajectories of the incoming ENAs ͑imag-ing͒; and ͑5͒ to provide a dynamic range covering ENA fluxes from 10 Ϫ3 to 10 5 cm Ϫ2 s Ϫ1 sr Ϫ1 in the energy range from a few eV up to Ͼ100 keV.
An instrument deflector-collimator would define the FOV and prevent ions and electrons from entering the instrument. The required mass resolution is usually modest: to distinguish among hydrogen ͑1 amu͒, helium ͑4͒, and oxygen ͑16͒ atoms. One can also expect sulfur ͑32͒ ENAs in the Jupiter's magnetosphere.
ENA images can be obtained either from a three-axis stabilized spacecraft or from a spinning spacecraft. The requirements of ambient ion deflection favor a slitlike instrument aperture for imaging in one dimension only ͑Sec. VI B͒. The imaging in the second dimension can be obtained by using spacecraft spinning. In that case one records onedimensional images for consecutive orientations of the spacecraft, which may be only a few degrees apart, as the spacecraft spins about its axis ͑instantaneous orientation, or attitude, of a spacecraft is usually known with high precision͒. A two-dimensional composite image is then reconstructed from a set of one-dimensional images. A onedimensional imager on a spinning platform has become a favorite configuration for ENA experiments.
B. EUV/UV background radiation
Background EUV/UV photons may trigger MCP detectors in ENA instruments either directly or via photoelectron emission from foils and other exposed surfaces. The spectral range of concern is usually limited to wavelengths Ͻ1400 Å. An exposure to direct solar light will ''blind'' and may permanently damage an unprotected instrument. A special photometric unit, 1 Rϭ1 Rayleighϭ10
, is used to describe diffuse photon fluxes. If one applies the same unit to neutral particle fluxes, then an ENA flux of 1 cm Ϫ2 s Ϫ1 sr Ϫ1 would correspond to ϳ10 Ϫ5 R. Thus the expected magnetospheric and heliospheric ENA fluxes are in the 10 Ϫ8 -1 R range. A strong background EUV/UV radiation makes space an exceptionally inhospitable place for ENA measurements. The major EUV/UV source in the magnetosphere is the dayglow at the sunlit side and the nightglow at the night side. The glow arises from scattering of sunlight ͑including multiple scattering of photons in sometimes optically thick environment͒ and emission associated with various collisional processes in the upper atmosphere, exosphere, and ionosphere. 17, 19 Typical dayglow and nightglow spectra contain a number of EUV and UV spectral lines. 272, 273 At 600 km altitude, the total dayglow intensities are 54 kR and 25 kR for observations down and up, respectively. 272 The most prominent lines are hydrogen H I 1216 Å and oxygen O I 1304 Å with significant contribution of other helium, oxygen, and nitrogen spectral lines. The most important spectral lines of nightglow are hydrogen H I 1216 Å and helium He I 584 Å. 273 The nightglow intensity is 3600 R, which is 4-11 orders of magnitude higher than expected ENA fluxes.
Interplanetary EUV/UV glow is produced by resonant scattering of solar radiation by heliospheric hydrogen and helium atoms. The glow brightness depends on the direction of observation and varies between 500 and 1000 R in H I 1216 Å and between 1 and 10 R in He I 584 Å at 1 AU.
C. Imaging basics
An ENA image of a plasma object ideally consists of a set of images obtained for different particle masses ͑e.g., H, He, and O͒ in different energy ranges ͑e.g., 1-5, 5-10, and 10-20 keV, ...͒. ENA imaging thus includes two interrelated tasks, viz., obtaining the object's image and ENA identification ͑mass, energy, and velocity͒. We will consider these two tasks separately, and then demonstrate ͑Sec. VII͒ how they are combined in the instruments. The images of plasma objects can be obtained in two ways: observing an object from a remote vantage point outside ͑external imaging͒ and observing from within a plasma object, the inside-out internal imaging ͑Fig. 9͒. The ENA emitting plasma can be assumed to be ''ENA-thin'' with the exception of the measurements at low-earth orbit, where multiple charge exchange may become important.
Imaging from outside can be performed from a spacecraft flying by a planetary magnetosphere, or from a spacecraft in a high-apogee or high-altitude orbit. The high-apogee configuration is illustrated in Fig. 10 . The most advanced ENA imaging missions, such as Cassini at Saturn, utilize external outside viewing geometry. An example of the inside-out internal imaging is observation of the heliosphere ͑Fig. 7͒ from the earth's orbit and study of precipitating magnetospheric ENA fluxes ͑Fig. 6͒ at low-earth orbit. The measurements of the latter type were performed on CRRES 21 and ASTRID 22, 23 missions.
) of a given species i from a given direction s ͑Fig. 11͒ is
where j i (s,E) is the directional differential flux of parent ions, n k (s) is the number density of neutral species k of the background gas, ik (E) is the energy-dependent charge exchange cross section between ions of species i and neutrals of species k, the factor D͑s,E ͒ϭ ͵ ␤dt allows for extinction of ENAs on their way from a point of birth to an observation point O, and ␤ is the ENA loss rate ͑charge exchange, electron impacts, and photoionization͒. The ENA flux reaching the observer from a given direction is thus determined by an integral along the line-of-sight s ͑Fig. 11͒, and the flux contains information on the velocity distribution function of ions along the line-of-sight.
An ENA image is reconstructed by measuring the ENA flux dependence on the direction of observation. The recording of ENA images is complicated by fast motion of the spacecraft and by differences in ENA velocities. The spacecraft motion puts the limit on possible image accumulation time, which may be in conflict with the desired statistical accuracy. The observer motion may also become advantageous if it allows derivation of the ENA velocities due to the aberration effect. For large distances between of the spacecraft and plasma object, high-velocity, and slower ENAs simultaneously emitted by the same plasma region would be detected at different times. This time difference varies from 1 to 15 min for earth magnetosphere imaging from a highaltitude spacecraft to more than a year for the imaging of the heliospheric boundary from 1 AU.
An ENA image is a projection of a three-dimensional ENA-emission plasma object on a two-dimensional image plane. The interpretation of images thus becomes model dependent. Image inversion is a specialized area 1,2,5 that is beyond the scope of this article. We only note that forward modeling is often used as a method of choice of treating ENA images, that is varying the free parameters to achieve the best fit of the model predictions to experimentally obtained images. 1, 2, 5, 79, 116 It is important that ion distribution functions may not be entirely independent in different magnetospheric regions. Energetic ion motion in the magnetosphere is constrained by magnetic field geometry, which allows one to relate ion characteristics in spatially separated areas. Significant progress was achieved in applying discrete inverse theory to optical geophysical images, 264 which may also be used for some aspects of ENA imaging. Inversion of ENA images requires accurate knowledge of the instrument characteristics such as the FOV and detection efficiencies. Future ENA experiments will also perform simultaneous observations from multiple spatially separated spacecraft to achieve tomographic imaging of planetary magnetospheres.
The ENA fluxes are usually weak and the observation time is limited. Consequently a number of counts in an image pixel is mostly small and, as a result, significant statistical noise due to the random nature of the particle flux is often experienced. This noise is present even in the absence of the detector intrinsic noise. The trade off between the observation time and the desired image angular resolution and ''photometric'' accuracy is one of the most important goals of the modeling of an ENA imaging experiment.
A weak ENA flux cannot be collected and concentrated by diffracting and/or refracting elements as it is done in optics. In this respect, ENA imaging is similar to hard x-ray imaging. 274, 275 Reconstruction of the trajectories of indi- vidual ENAs can be achieved by a two-point trajectory extrapolation, when the location of particle entry into the instrument is connected by a straight line with the point of ENA impact on the instrument ''focal plane,'' i.e., the plane where the ENA image is formed. The point of ENA impact can be determined by a position-sensitive detector. The simplest way to determine the entry point is to restrict the entry area by a mechanical aperture: this is a pinhole camera ͓Fig. 12͑A͔͒. In a onedimensional imaging system a slit would play a role of a pinhole. Another approach is based on placing an ultrathin foil at the instrument entrance ͑see Sec. VI A͒ and determining the position of ENA entry by measuring electron emission from the foil caused by the passing ENA. Since an ENA flight direction may be changed in the foil passage ͑scatter-ing͒, the latter configuration allows reconstruction of the ENA trajectory inside the instrument after the entrance foil.
While a simple pinhole camera can be used for ENA imaging in any energy range, thin-foil cameras are limited to high-energy ENAs. The direction of high-energy ENA arrival practically coincides with the particle trajectory inside the instrument, and the latter trajectory can be used for ENA image reconstruction. A low-energy ENA would significantly scatter in the foil. Consequently, the imaging in lowenergy ENA fluxes requires a pinhole camera with a disadvantage of low instrument throughput. In the context of imaging, the division of particles in high-energy and lowenergy ENAs depends on the foil thickness and the required angular resolution.
D. Coded aperture versus pinhole
A pinhole camera provides excellent imaging but requires relatively high ENA fluxes. ENA fluxes in space are weak, and an increase of the instrument's geometrical throughput, or geometrical factor, is of paramount importance. The greater the desired angular resolution, the smaller the pinhole should be for the same area of the image in the focal plane. The speed of the image forming system may not suffice to produce an image of the desired photometric quality during a given exposure time. The situation may be also aggravated by the detector noise independent of the object image. ͑This noise should be distinguished from the noise due to random nature of the incoming particle flux, which is object-dependent͒.
The coded-aperture technique was proposed simultaneously and independently in the mid-1980s by two groups 249, 276 to enhance performance characteristics of ENA instrumentation. One group suggested installing codedaperture masks at the instrument entrance to increase geometrical throughput. 112, [276] [277] [278] Another group argued that although a coded aperture was not superior to a pinhole in terms of the signal-to-noise ratio for magnetosphere imaging, the coded-aperture camera would allow efficient use of the same sensor for imaging simultaneously in both low-and high-energy ENA fluxes. 249 The coded-aperture technique is based on simultaneous use of a number of pinholes. The images formed by the pinholes mix ͑multiplex͒, overlap and superimpose ͑not matching each other͒ and produce picture at the instrument's image plane non recognizable at first glance ͓Fig. 12͑B͔͒. If a pinhole pattern is selected in a proper way, then it is possible to unscramble the resulting image by postprocessing, while minimizing errors and artifacts, and produce the image of the object.
Image multiplexing was pioneered in 1968 279, 280 and used many times in space and laboratory experiments. 274, 275, [281] [282] [283] [284] [285] [286] [287] [288] Uniformly redundant arrays 283, 289 ͑URAs͒ of pinholes were found to provide the most efficient aperture coding with minimal imaging artifacts. URAs are based on pseudorandom sequences 290, 291 widely used in the communications technology. A conceptually similar technique with multiplexing in time instead of space is successfully used in neutron scattering 292 and molecular beam 293, 294 experiments. A detailed comparison 295 between pinhole and codedaperture cameras is summarized in Table I . Three factors are most important in the selection of the ENA imaging system. First, the magnetospheric and heliospheric images are expected to be widely distributed structures with slowly varying brightness rather than starlike objects. Second, the detector noise ͑with the exception of the statistical noise due to random nature of particle fluxes͒ is efficiently suppressed by coincidence requirements employed by ENA identification techniques. Third, EUV/UV background radiation may overload MCP detectors in the sensor.
The coded-aperture technique is advantageous when used for the detection of starlike objects and in the presence of the object-independent detector noise. Pinhole cameras seem to be superior for ENA imaging since they are simpler, more tolerant to background EUV/UV, and free of the problems with object partial coding, while the coded-aperture technique is prone to artifacts. 295 Additionally, even small manufacturing imperfections of coded-aperture masks may result in very complex imaging artifacts. type camera is thus an imaging configuration of choice, at least for the experiments in the near future.
V. ENA DIAGNOSTICS OF FUSION PLASMAS
ENA diagnostics is a well-established approach to study fusion plasma characteristics. 33 RFX, 310 MST, 311 and TORTUR. 312, 313 The energy range of the measured neutrals extends from a few hundred eV 303, 314 up to 0.1-1.0 MeV. 304, 306, 309 Most of the fusion plasma ENA analyzers in the energy range 0.5-100 keV are based on ionizing the neutrals in special stripping cells and subsequent analysis of positive ions. A stripping cell is usually filled with gas 301, 302, 308, 311, 314 or plasma. 315 Pulsed gas and pulsed plasma targets have been also used to increase stripping efficiency while minimizing the load on vacuum pumps. One of the major advantages of gas targets is minimal disturbance of the neutral atom energy distribution ͑compare with energy losses and scattering in ultrathin foils: see Sec. VI D 2͒. Gas targets can also be used in space instruments that do not require continuous longterm operation, such as the solar EUV optics-free spectrometers. [316] [317] [318] For ENA imaging in space, the use of gas targets is unlikely.
The instruments for detection of fusion plasma-emitted ENAs with EϽ500 eV are usually based on mechanical choppers in various configurations 303, 307, 310 although electron impact ionization has also been used. 319 The chopper approach is conceptually not unlike the slotted-disk velocity selector developed for space neutrals. 181 Conventional me- 
VI. BASICS OF ENA DETECTION AND IDENTIFICATION
A. Principal scheme of ENA detection in space
Presently all ENA instruments can be roughly divided into three partially overlapping major groups ͑Fig. 13͒: instruments for high-energy ENAs (EϾ10 keV/nucleon), for low-energy ENAs (100 eVϽEϽ50 keV), and for ultralow energy ENAs (EϽ500 eV). Various aspects of ENA instrumentation were reviewed in the past. 4, 10, 111, 112, 216, 248, 250, 256, 295, 321 In this section we will start with a brief description of common approaches in ENA instruments, and then consider in some detail major instrument components and techniques. Then in Sec. VII we will consider representative instrument designs illustrating the state of the art and new directions in ENA instrumentation.
An ENA instrument consists of a deflector-collimator followed by a sensor performing detection and identification of incoming neutral particles. The deflector prevents ambient charged particles from entering the sensor, but leaves the incoming EUV/UV background radiation unaffected. The upper energy limit of the instruments is determined by the deflector ability to separate ENAs from energetic ions by preventing the latter from entering the sensor ͑usually 100-300 keV/e͒. Cosmic ray particles ͑penetrating particles͒ are rejected by using sensor capabilities of measuring ENA energy and/or velocity.
Let us first demonstrate some concepts of ENA detection and identification on a simplified generic sensor found in various forms in many ENA instruments. This sensor consists of an ultrathin ͑20-200 Å͒ foil ͑UTF͒ at the entrance, electrostatic mirror ͑EM͒, and detectors D 1 and D 2 ͑Fig. 14͒. An ENA penetrates the foil and hits the detector D 2 . The electrons emitted from the foil by ENA passage are accelerated and transported to the detector D 1 . By measuring coordinates of the electron impinging on D 1 (X 1 ,Y 1 ) and particle on D 2 (X 2 ,Y 2 ), one can determine the particle's trajectory between the foil and the detector D 2 .
The particle velocity is determined by measuring a time interval ͑time of flight͒ between electron detection by D 1 and particle detection by D 2 . If D 2 is a solid-state detector, then the particle total energy can also be established. Simultaneous measurement of particle velocity and energy allows unambiguous mass identification. The ability of thin-foil time-of-flight ͑TOF͒ spectrometers to distinguish among incoming monoenergetic particles with different masses improves with the increasing particle energy. For example masses 1, 2, and 4 can be separated at such low energies as 3 keV, 322, 323 while separation of masses 12 and 16 would require energy ϳ25 keV. 37 TOF spectrometers are exceptionally efficient in rejecting detector noise counts. A valid ENA event ͑detection͒ requires signals from several detectors within well-defined narrow ͑100-200 ns͒ time gates ͑coincidence requirement͒. Background photons and stray particles would produce detector noise count rates proportional to the instrument geometrical factor and correspondingly proportional to the incoming ENA fluxes. The noise counts are random, and there is a certain probability that they produce a false ''ENA event'' by triggering the detectors within the coincidence time gates. The rate of double and triple random coincidences is proportional to the square and cube of the incoming flux, respectively. The ENA signal is directly proportional to the incoming ENA flux. This square or cube proportionality of the random coincidence rates allows extraction of a weak ENA signal from the superior detector noise count rate. 217 For example, a triple coincidence random noise due to background EUV/UV radiation is expected to be about seven events per year in the ENA instrument on Cassini. 24 Particles with very high energies (Ͼ1 MeV), typical for nuclear physics experiments, are detected with almost 100% efficiency by TOF spectrometers. The energies of ENAs and electrons emitted from thin foils are much smaller, and the detection efficiencies can be anywhere between a fraction of a percent and 100%. Electron yields from foils may also vary from a hundredth to a few electrons per incident ENA. A coincidence technique offers a unique opportunity to determine, in the absence of noise, instrument absolute detection efficiency without independent knowledge of the incoming calibration flux. 217 This feature of the coincidence technique was used for the first time in the 1920s by Geiger and Werner 324 who determined the efficiency (Ͻ100%) of human observers in counting scintillations.
Schematics of high-energy, low-energy, and ultralow- 
High-energy ENA sensors
A high-energy ENA instrument can be protected against background radiation by a thin (ϳ0.1 m) film ͑TF͒ filter, which significantly reduces the EUV/UV photon flux into the instrument ͑Fig. 15͒. A protective thin-film filter at the instrument entrance would modify energy and angular distributions of incoming ENAs. Thin-film filters and solid-state detectors determine an effective energy threshold (Ͼ10 keV/nucleon) for such instruments. 250 Electron emission from the film, or from an additional ultrathin foil, can be used to provide a START signal for a TOF analyzer and to determine the position (X 1 ,Y 1 ) of the point of ENA entry. The detector D provides a STOP signal and particle position (X 2 ,Y 2 ). A solid-state detector D would also measure the total energy of the particle. Thus one can determine the particle's trajectory, velocity, and energy ͑and mass͒.
Conceptually similar TOF spectrometers are often used for particle identification in nuclear physics. 325 ENA energies are insufficient for thin solid-state ⌬E detectors, as used in particle ⌬EϪE telescopes, 38 ,40 therefore ultrathin foils are needed for START signal generation. The ultrathin foils were introduced in TOF spectrometers initially for study of particles with EϾ100 keV; 326-328 this energy limit was lowered later down to ϳ10-20 keV 37 and eventually down to 600 eV. 217 
Low-energy ENA sensors
Particle absorption, straggling, and scattering prohibit use of protective thin-film filters for detection of ENAs with EϽ10 keV. Two ways to register low-energy ENAs by filterless, open-type instruments have been developed ͑Fig. 16͒: ͑A͒ to convert ENAs to ions by stripping in an ultrathin foil with subsequent deflection ͑and separation from the background photons͒, analysis and detection of ions; 4, 212, 321 and ͑B͒ to expose the instrument directly to both the EUV/UV radiation and ENA flux and to detect ENAs by the TOF technique. 182, 217 Both techniques have advantages and disadvantages. The efficiency with which the ENA-stripping technique ͓Fig. 16͑A͔͒ ''uses'' incident ENAs is relatively low: only a fraction of ENAs is ionized during the passage of the foil, and an electrostatic energy analyzer usually measures ions in a scanning mode. The efficiency of stripping helium and oxygen ENAs is approximately a factor of 5-10 lower than the probability of stripping hydrogen of the same energy. 256 An important advantage of the stripping technique is convenient particle separation from photons, which efficiently suppresses the background EUV/UV radiation. 4, 212, 321 An alternative direct-exposure approach ͓Fig. 16͑B͔͒ allows highly efficient simultaneous parallel detection and velocity analysis of ENAs across the wide energy range by the TOF technique. An incoming photon may trigger either the start or stop detector, when an ENA may trigger both ͑coin-cidence͒. The coincidence requirement allows separation of weak ENA signals from superior background counts. The technique does not require ENA stripping and hence it does not discriminate against helium and oxygen. The major disadvantage is direct exposure of ultrathin foils and detectors to the background EUV/UV radiation. The restrictions on detector maximum count rates thus limit possible sensor geometrical throughput. New diffraction filters ͑Sec. VI F͒ transparent to ENAs and suppressing EUV/UV radiation open the way for efficient use of the direct-exposure instruments.
The efficiency of ENA stripping and electron yield from the foils decreases with the decreasing ENA energy which determines the lower energy limit of the described approaches ͑Fig. 16͒. The upper energy limit is determined by the desired energy resolution of TOF spectrometers. The energy range of low-energy ENA instruments can be between a hundred eV and 50-80 keV ͑Fig. 13͒.
Ultralow-energy ENA sensors
Ultralow-energy (Ͻ500 eV) ENA detection is an emerging technique. The ENA energy is insufficient for a particle to penetrate an ultrathin foil, to strip an ENA, or to produce electron emission with the required efficiency. Traditional electron impact ionization was used for measurements of cometary neutrals from a fast moving spacecraft, 319, 329, 330 but such a technique is inefficient and can be employed only for relatively high neutral number densities. 330, 331 Two distinct new approaches to ultralow ENA detection were proposed ͑Fig. 17͒. The first approach ͓Fig. 17͑A͔͒ is based on surface conversion of impinging ENAs to negative ions with subsequent ion energy and mass analysis. 10 Surface conversion technique have no energy threshold for some incoming neutrals and surfaces, while the realistic upper energy limit is several hundred eV ͑Fig. 13͒. An alternative technique is based on secondary ion emission from a specially prepared surface which allows efficient suppression of EUV/UV radiation ͓Fig. 17͑B͔͒. The latter technique is not capable of ENA mass analysis, has energy threshold 30-50 eV, and was successfully demonstrated in the GAS experiment on Ulysses for detection of interstellar helium atom flux.
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B. Charged particle deflectors and collimators
A charged particle deflector at the ENA instrument entrance prevents ambient ions and electrons from entering the sensor and defines the instrument's FOV.
11,111,112,248,250 The upper energy limit of the instrument is the maximum energy E MAX of the deflected ions, which can be anywhere from 50 to 500 keV/e depending on the specific mission requirements. Both electrostatic 24, 212, 216 and magnetic 21, 125, 182, 212 fields as well as their combination 23, 212 can be used in the deflectors. Permanent magnets ͑e.g., SmCo͒, which are especially efficient in removing ambient electrons, have an advantage of zero power consumption. However a permanent magnet deflector usually requires a yoke and magnetic shield, which may be unacceptably heavy.
An alternative arrangement is to use an electrostatic deflector, which is sometimes simpler and has an option of being turned on and off when desired, thus allowing the use of the same sensor for ion investigation. 11 The simplest deflector arrangement is a pair of parallel plates with the length, L, separation, d, and voltage between them, V. Ignoring the fringe fields, a simple trajectory under constant force allows one to approximate the maximum energy of ions E MAX of charge q with initial velocity parallel to the plate such a collimator can reject
The requirements of miniaturization and low power consumption limit realistically available deflection voltages to 20-30 kV in space instruments. 43, 45 For a given voltage source, maximizing the L/d ratio maximizes E MAX , but would simultaneously reduce the FOV of the instrument in the direction perpendicular to the deflection plates. Such a dependence favors a one-dimensional imaging instrument with a slitlike field of view. The collimator of a onedimensional instrument would thus have much smaller separation, d, between deflector plates and consequently would allow one to achieve the desired value of E MAX with much smaller voltage, V. A stack of several plate pairs can increase the effective geometrical factor, and correspondingly the instrument's sensitivity. 11, 24, 111, 112, 248 Therefore a onedimensional ENA imaging system is highly attractive; the imaging in the second dimension can be achieved by taking advantage of spacecraft spinning ͑see Sec. IV A͒.
The collimator can be a source of noise counts and other undesired effects. 11, 111 Forward scattering of incident particles by the collimator plates would alter the angular and energy characteristics of the incoming ENA flux. A serration of the plate surface reduces this effect. 250, 252 When a secondary electron, whether produced by an impact of an ion or a photon, is released from a negatively biased collimator plate, it is accelerated toward the opposite plate. The electron impact may produce x-ray or EUV photon͑s͒. The photons, in turn, with some probability would strike the negatively biased opposite plate with production of more photoelectrons, resulting in a photon-electron cascade. Such cascades would increase the flux of energetic photons into the sensor and may overload the deflection plate highvoltage power supply. The treatment of the plate surfaces with graphite reduces photoelectron yield for bright background 1216 Å radiation; the lowering of the deflection voltage would reduce the x-ray yield.
The deflector/collimator design presents a special challenge for the instruments pointed close to the sun, e.g., for neutral solar wind measurements ͑5°-7°off the sun͒. Solar radiation is scattered and diffracted at the collimator ͑baffle͒ edges, and careful design is required to minimize the probability of stray photons reaching the sensor. Photon scattering characteristics of the instrument internal surfaces are thus important, in particular reflectance of bright 1216 Å radiation from various materials. 302, 332 Stray light was successfully suppressed in many space optical instruments. 333 Experimental verification of collimator performance presents a nontrivial problem, when suppression of 7-10 orders of magnitude has to be demonstrated for a bright light source close to the instrument axis.
A strong emphasis on compact instruments for future space missions led to the development of new efficient collimators with a large geometrical throughput. 334 A wide circular FOV combined with a small distance between the deflecting plates can be achieved by maintaining a slitlike geometry of the collimator while bending it to form a full circle thus resulting in an annular collimator. Such a collimator provides an unusually high geometrical throughput for its size, and is suitable for study of ENA fluxes with low angular resolution, for example the heliospheric low-energy ENAs.
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C. Detectors
Various detectors are used in ENA instruments for detection of incoming ENAs and secondary ions and electrons produced by ENA interaction with foils and surfaces. Solidstate semiconductor detectors can be used directly for detection of ENAs with energies higher than 10-20 keV. Solidstate detectors are capable of measuring the total energy of incoming particles, and when combined with TOF velocity measurement, the particle mass can be identified.
An energetic particle penetrates the solid-state detector and looses energy in Coulomb collisions with free and bound electrons. 335, 336 The particle energy loss thus results in the creation of electron-hole pairs. For example, it takes on average 3.62 eV to create an electron-hole pair in silicon at room temperature. The charge carriers created by the energetic particle drift to the contacts of the opposite polarity. By measuring the total charge collected on a contact one can determine the total energy lost by a particle in the detector. Solid-state semiconductor detectors have been used widely for energetic particle detection in nuclear physics experiments 336, 337 and in space. 21, 38, 40, 239 Such detectors can be applied without any modification for ENA detection providing incoming charged particles are prevented from reaching the detectors.
Detectors are often required to provide signals for both precise timing and pulse amplitude ͑for total energy or position͒ measurements. While a solid-state detector provides a ''slow'' signal for amplitude measurement, the electrons knocked out from the detector's surface can be used for precise timing by triggering an additional ''fast'' detector. Electron detection also allows independent determination of the position of particle impact, similar to determination of the point of foil penetration ͑Fig. 14͒. The solid-state detectors are sometimes cooled to improve energy resolution. 125 The energy loss in the detector surface layer that determines effective energy threshold is well known for H, He, and O particles. 338, 339 The technology allows fabrication of solid-state multianode detectors with radiation hardened complementary metaloxide semiconductor ͑CMOS͒ electronic circuits to amplify and sort out signals from different anodes, for example a 256-pixel multianode sensor with independent readouts. 125 The proton dead zone is 8 keV and energy resolution Ͻ2 keV at room temperature. Thus one can build simple ENA instruments consisting of multianode solid-state sensors with collimators defining separate FOV for each anode. Low-energy (EϽ10 keV) ENAs cannot be directly detected by solid-state detectors. Low energy particles can be registered by detectors on the basis of secondary electron emission, the so called secondary electron multipliers. Secondary electron multipliers register any particle, including a photon, that can produce a secondary electron impinging on the sensitive surface. 340 EUV/UV photons are readily counted by secondary electron multipliers, and the detection efficiency of a typical nonsensitized detector is a few percent at the hydrogen Ly-␣ line; 341 it may exceed 10% for Ͻ1000 Å, 342 and it decreases again in the x-ray spectral range. Secondary electron multipliers would be swamped by counts due to background EUV/UV radiation if exposed unprotected in space.
CEMs and microchannel plates ͑MCPs͒ are most widely used in space instruments. These detectors were patented in the early 1940s and practically usable devices were fabricated 20 years later. A CEM is a tube made of a slightly conducting glass. A high voltage applied between the tube ends creates an axial electric field inside the tube that allows the propagation and multiplication of an incoming electron, thus producing an avalanche of many millions of electrons at the channel exit. A CEM became a workhorse of particle detection since the early 1960s. [343] [344] [345] A remarkable feature of the channel multipliers is that electron multiplication is determined mostly by the channel length-to-diameter ratio rather than the absolute channel size. This dependence opened the way for miniaturization of channel multipliers, while preserving to a large extent their multiplication properties. An MCP is a two-dimensional array of several millions identical miniature channel electron multipliers, closely packed parallel to each other. [346] [347] [348] [349] [350] [351] The first MCPs were composed of channels 200 m in diameter; 352 in modern plates channel diameters are 6-12 m. MCP sensitive areas vary from a few cm in diameter up to 10ϫ10 cm and larger.
The MCPs are usually used in stacks of two or more plates ͑with straight microchannels͒ in series to increase their gain without causing undesired ion feedback. Sometimes MCPs with curved channels are used but they are more expensive and more difficult to handle. 353 CEMs and MCP stacks generate electron avalanches consisting of 10 6 -10 8 electrons in response to an arrival or emission of a single electron at the entrance. The exit electron charge outbursts are easily amplified and registered by conventional electronic circuitry. An individual CEM does not have any position determination capability except to establish that it received a particle. Formation of an electron avalanche in the channel and its propagation is a statistical process. 346, 354 The time interval between a particle impact on the sensitive surface and appearance of the electron outburst at the channel's exit slightly varies ͑time jitter͒. This results in another disadvantage of the CEM, viz., the inability to determine the moment of particle detection with accuracy better than a few nano-seconds. MCP detectors allow one to reduce the time jitter to a fraction of a nanosecond, 350 which makes them detectors of choice in ENA instruments. MCPs can also provide position sensitivity ͑see below͒ across large sensitive areas.
The requirement of timing accuracy is exceptionally important for high-energy ENA identification since it directly determines velocity resolution of the compact TOF sensors. A time resolution better than 1 ns is usually desired for highenergy ENA instruments. For low-energy ENAs, the requirements on timing accuracy are more relaxed since ENA straggling in ultrathin foils results in variation of energy loss. The resulting energy spread translates into variations of ENA velocities, and correspondingly TOF. A typical timing accuracy requirement in low-energy ENA instruments is 1-2 ns.
The electron avalanches leaving MCPs vary in amplitude: the width of pulse height distributions is usually quantitatively characterized by the so-called amplitude resolution. Simple threshold discriminators allow one to obtain timing accuracy 1-3 ns. Timing accuracies 0.5 ns and better can be achieved by more sophisticated constant-fraction discriminators. 350 Precise timing also requires impedancematched 50 ⍀ anodes to prevent signal distortion and ringing. Such anodes provide an impedance-matched transition from an electron collector plate ͑anode͒ to a cable to an amplifier. These anodes are usually of conic shape 328, 350, 355 with large size extension in the axial direction. A novel compact impedance-matched anode with significantly reduced axial size was recently suggested on the basis of the circle of Appolonius. 356, 357 The exact position of particle impinging on the MCP sensitive surface can be determined by using a specially designed electron collector ͑anode͒. The position-sensitive detectors ͑PSD͒ use various electron readout designs. 351, [358] [359] [360] [361] [362] The most common readout schemes are based on charge division either between edges of the resistive anode 363, 364 or between isolated conducting anodes, in particular of the wedge-and-strip type. 365 Coordinate determination by a charge-division technique is based on accurate measurement of charges collected at several anode outputs or anode elements. Charge pulse amplitude measurement ͑''slow''͒ does not usually allow simultaneous use of the anode signals for particle timing ͑''fast''͒. A signal from the exit side of the last ͑in the stack͒ MCP is commonly used for fast timing. This fast positive pulse is related to the electron avalanche escape from the MCP exit and is obtained independently from the collector ͑charge͒ signals. [366] [367] [368] Recently developed delay line MCP position-sensitive detectors are based on the measurement of the time interval between appearance of signals at two ends of the anode line. The delay lines were first used for coordinate determination in gas proportional counters. 369 First delay-line designs for MCP signal readout were based on wires. 370, 371 Introduction of planar anode technology was a breakthrough that allowed fabrication of highly robust and reliable MCP delay line detectors, [372] [373] [374] [375] [376] the qualities highly desirable for space applications. The delay line technique is conceptually similar to TOF measurements common in many ENA instruments. Consequently the delay line position-sensitive detectors are exceptionally attractive and advantageous for straightforward integration with the TOF electronics of ENA instruments.
Only modest position resolution is usually required in ENA instruments since ͑1͒ scattering in ultrathin foils introduces uncertainty into ENA initial trajectory, and ͑2͒ accuracy of an electron image transfer from the foil to the detector does not typically exceed 1 mm ͑see Sec. VI E͒.
The desired spatial resolution is thus limited to 30-40 pixels in one dimension; both one-and two-dimensional positionsensitive detectors are used.
D. Ultrathin foils 1. Foil fabrication and characterization
Freestanding ultrathin foils play an exceptionally important role in ENA instrumentation: they serve for stripping passing ENAs, for producing secondary electrons, and for incident radiation attenuation. The foils must be freestanding without a solid substrate support to allow passage of ENAs and simultaneously mechanically robust. A hightransparency ͑90%-95%͒ metal grid usually provides the required foil support with slight reduction of the foil's effective area. The adjectives ''unbacked'' and ''self-supported'' are sometimes used to describe the freestanding foils.
Two different units are used for foil thickness, g/cm 2 and Å. The foil lattice structure is poorly known, and the material density may significantly differ from that of the bulk material. 377 Foil characterization by mass per unit area ͑which directly translates into the number of atoms per unit area͒ is preferable for many applications since it allows determination of energy loss and scattering of passing particles. The area density 1 g/cm 2 of widely used carbon foils corresponds to a thickness of 35-45 Å, or ϳ15 atomic layers.
The development of thin foil technology was started in response to nuclear physics demands for thin targets, thin windows, and thin strippers in linear particle accelerators. By the end of the 1940s and beginning of the 1950s, unbacked metal foils were produced with the 20-30 g/cm 2 thickness. 378, 379 The Chromium Corporation of America succeeded in fabricating freestanding nickel foils with the thickness down to 500 Å. 380 Nonmetal ͑SiO͒ foils were also produced with the thicknesses down to 8 g/cm 2 in 1952. 381 Dielectric, nonconducting foils usually require extra care in applications to avoid charging that may lead to foil cracking. Low atomic number materials reduce scattering and energy losses of penetrating particles. Consequently, carbon emerged as the material of choice for ultrathin foils: the carbon foils are characterized by high mechanical strength and technological simplicity. Freestanding carbon foils with 4 and 1 g/cm 2 thicknesses were fabricated in 1960 382 and in the late 1960s, 383 respectively. Ultrathin foils are hardly visible by the naked eye and become opaque only at thicknesses greater than 80 g/cm 2 . Foils as thin as ϳ20 Å(0.5 g/cm 2 ) were reported. 4, 256, 384 Foil fabrication usually starts with deposition of the required material on a glass flat ͑or a microscope slide͒ covered by a soluble substrate. For example, evaporation of car-bon from an arc in vacuo may serve as a source of carbon. After removal of the soluble layer ͑e.g., by dissolution in distilled water͒ the floating foil is picked up by a hightransparency metal grid which would serve as a supporting structure. Basics of thin foil fabrication technology, 383 fabrication details of thicker (35 g/cm 2 ) foils, 385 destructive technique for determination of carbon foil surface densities, 386 and deposition techniques for thin film preparation 387 are described in the literature. The transparency of supporting metal grids can be as high as 90%-95%, and ultrathin carbon foils can be made 3 cm in diameter and larger. Although large research groups traditionally prepare foils in-house, thin carbon foils are commercially available, e.g., from the Arizona Carbon Foil Co., Tucson, Arizona. The carbon foils with the diamondlike lattice structure were recently fabricated using plasma sputtering of pure graphite in high-vacuum discharge. 388 These foils are claimed to be significantly stronger, exhibit longer lifetimes under ion bombardment, and are characterized by lower energy loss of penetrating particles. The latter feature may allow reduction of the energy threshold for particle detection, but the smaller energy loss would result in lower electron emission and reduced detection efficiency.
Mechanical robustness to withstand vibrations and shocks of the rocket launch is a major foil requirement. In addition to carbon foils, thin Formvar foils ͑56% carbon, 7% hydrogen, and 37% oxygen by weight͒ seem to have outstanding mechanical strength. 384 Another problem of concern is possible pinholes, since a few pinholes may significantly reduce the foil's ability to suppress incoming radiation. When the primary purpose of a thin foil is ENA stripping and/or production of electrons for timing, the instrument characteristics are practically immune to pinholes and even to cracks in the foil structure; these defects would only slightly reduce detection or conversion efficiencies.
A clever way to nondestructively test thin foils for pinhole presence is to illuminate the foil by a flux of low energy ͑200 eV͒ ions. 389 Incident ions that pass through the undamaged foil emerge mostly as neutrals at this energy. The neutrals are detected with a very low detection efficiency (Ͻ1%) by an MCP-based position-sensitive detector installed immediately behind the foil. However if a pinhole is present, then an incident ion would pass through the hole without changing its charge. The ion is accelerated between the foil and the detector and registered with high efficiency. Thus the bright spots in the registered image would show the pinholes in the foil.
Carbon is a very effective adsorbent, and carbon foils may contain large amount of impurities. Characterization of the foils which are only 10-20 atomic layers thick is a nontrivial problem. One desires to establish both the amount of carbon in the foil and impurities in the foil and on its surface. Bulk material impurities would affect ENA energy loss, scattering, and secondary electron production and transport inside the foil. Surface impurities would mostly affect electron escape probability and electron yield as well as charge state of exiting particles.
Ultrathin foils were analyzed by various techniques common in surface studies. 390 The enhanced proton scattering technique is very sensitive to carbon and especially suitable for the analysis of ultrathin foils. Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy ͑RBS͒ is useful in determination of carbon and bulk heavy impurities in thicker (Ͼ500 Å) foils. Various fast ion techniques can be used for characterization of even thicker (Ͼ1000 Å) foils. 391 Secondary ion mass spectroscopy ͑SIMS͒ is especially efficient for study of the surface layer composition. However, the probing beam currents are unacceptably high in conventional SIMS instruments and would destroy a fragile ultrathin foil. An unconventional TOF SIMS technique was developed to nondestructively study ultrathin foils. 392 The presence of H, O, F, Na, K, and other species was revealed at the surface of a 30 Å carbon foil.
Foil properties may be significantly modified during applications. For example, the observed foil thickening under particle bombardment may be attributed to deposition of carbon from cracking the residual hydrocarbons. 393 Foil crystallographic transformations may also occur because of local temperature increase due to energy deposition by passing energetic particles. 394 Such structural transformations may result in ultimate foil breakage and effectively reduce the foil lifetime. ENA fluxes in space are usually very weak, and the effect of foil crystallographic transformation is probably insignificant in ENA instruments.
The degree of uniformity of the foil thickness is largely unknown. An average number of atomic layers may not exceed a dozen in an ultrathin foil. If the foil material deposition during fabrication is a random process, then large variations in the foil thickness can be expected. 395 For example, for a foil with a thickness of 16 atomic layers, one could expect a Ϯ25% thickness variation for such a model. An FIG. 18 . ENA penetration through a thin foil ͑TF͒ results in particle energy loss, scattering, possible change of particle charge state ͑fractions f ϩ , f Ϫ , f 0 ͒, and electron emission ͑backward and forward͒.
experimentally established foil thickness is an average across the surface, and there are no reliable experimental data on thickness distribution. The thickness uncertainty limits our ability to optimize ENA instrument characteristics by accurate selection of ultrathin (Ͻ100 Å) foils. Special caution should be exercised for use of ultrathin carbon foils in the instruments in low earth orbit. Highly reactive atomic oxygen is the most abundant constituent of the atmosphere between 200 and 500 km altitudes. The collision energy of impinging oxygen atoms with respect to a spacecraft is ϳ5 eV ͑for orbital velocity 7-8 km/s͒, and materials exposed to oxygen atom flux are subject to potentially severe chemical etching. Study of bulk graphite etching in low earth orbit show that one C atom is etched for every eight incident O atoms. 396 Such an etching yield would result in etching out one layer of carbon atoms in 2-3 min in a 400 km altitude orbit. Thus an ultrathin carbon foil directly exposed to the ram oxygen atom flux would not survive more than a few hours in low earth orbit.
ENA interaction with foils
ENA penetration of a thin foil results in particle energy loss, scattering, possible change of its initial charge state, and emission of electrons from the foil surface ͑Fig. 18͒. These processes depend on the ENA energy and mass and the composition and thickness of the target and are generally well understood. [397] [398] [399] [400] [401] [402] [403] [404] [405] Energy loss and scattering: ENA scattering and energy loss occur due to collisions and interactions with solid body electrons and lattice ions. These interactions are a statistical process, and an incident monoenergetic and collimated particle beam would be characterized by a certain energy and angular distributions after leaving the foil ͑Fig. 18͒. Both the relative mean energy loss ͑i.e., energy loss divided by the incident particle energy͒ and relative energy spread increase with the decreasing incident particle energy ͑Fig. 19͒. 216 The relative energy spread becomes comparable to the mean energy of transmitted particles at energies Ͻ1000 eV. For example, for 1000 eV hydrogen atoms incident on 2.7 g/cm 2 carbon foil, the mean energy after the foil is Eϭ670 eV, the energy spread, full width half-maximum ͑FWHM͒ is ⌬E ϭ140 eV, and ⌬E/EϷ0.21. 406 For incident hydrogen atoms with the energy 600 eV, ⌬E/EϷ0.5.
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Monte Carlo computer simulations were shown to accurately describe particle energy loss and scattering for a given target composition. 407 The widely used computer code, The Transport of Ions in Matter ͑TRIM͒ 405, 408 allows one to perform extensive simulations of particle penetration through various thin films and ultrathin foils. 216 A major problem in such simulations is the uncertainty of the real foil parameters, in particular ultrathin foil thickness. Figure 20 demonstrates the energy dependence of the average scattering angle in an ultrathin (1.1 g/cm 2 ) carbon foil for H, He, and O ENAs. 216 The particle scattering limits the accuracy of ENA trajectory reconstruction by measuring coordinates of two trajectory points in the sensor ͑Fig. 14͒. Scattering significantly increases with the decreasing energy and with the increasing particle mass for a given energy. The reconstruction of the incoming particle trajectory with an accuracy of 3°can be done for H atoms with the energy E Ͼ4 keV, for He atoms with EϾ14 keV, and for O atoms for EϾ40 keV. Scattering in the foil is determined mostly by multiple small angle scatterings; only rarely is the particle deflected by a large angle in a close collision. Correspondingly the angular distribution of particles after the foil can be roughly described by a Gaussian function with a small largeangle tail due to rare collisions. Charge state: Many low-energy ENA instruments ͓Fig. 16͑A͔͒ are based on ENA conversion to ions in foil passage. An incident ENA can be either stripped to a positive ion, or emerge as a negative ion, or stay neutral. The efficiency of ENA detection by the foil-stripping technique is directly proportional to the ENA stripping efficiency. The charge of the emerging particle is determined by the average charge of the ion moving inside the foil and the processes at particle exit from the foil.
An incident particle looses its initial charge after passing through the first 2-3 atomic layers in the foil, and the exit charge state thus does not depend on the initial charge. Therefore the experimental data on ion interaction with ultrathin foils can be directly applied to ENAs. When a particle leaves the foil as a positive ion, the probability of electron capture from the exit surface strongly depends on particle velocity. A higher exiting velocity translates into less time spent near the surface and correspondingly lower probability of neutralization. The charge fraction measurements for H, He, and O ENA species were performed mostly for energies higher than several keV. 216, 255, [409] [410] [411] [412] Charge fractions of many other energetic particles were measured in support of the development of thin-foil heavy-ion TOF analyzers. 410, [413] [414] [415] [416] The energy dependence of the positive fraction is shown for H, He, and O ENAs in Fig. 21 . 216 The stripping technique is especially efficient for E Ͼ10 keV/nucleon, but can be used for ENAs with energies as low as 100 eV. Experimental data on charge fractions for EϽ1000 eV are scarce. The first measurements in the 200-3000 eV range established the following energy dependence for hydrogen after the carbon foil: f ϩ (%)ϭ3.0 E keV and f Ϫ (%)ϭ2.3 E keV for positive and negative fractions, respectively, where E keV is in keV. 406 The hydrogen charge fractions were recently measured 411, 412 for energies down to 500 eV; these measurements confirmed the earlier 406 results. The foil stripping technique would provide ENA detection efficiency up to 1% for energy ϳ300 eV.
For hydrogen ENAs, the positively charged ion fraction is always higher than the negatively charged fraction after the foil. 255, 406, 409, 411 For oxygen ENAs, the negative fraction is higher than the positive one for energies Ͻ50 keV, 255, 413, 416 for example by a factor of 5 for 10-20 keV. Hence negatively charged ions can be efficiently used for detection of oxygen ENAs in ultrathin foil instruments ͓Fig. 16͑A͔͒. The negative ion fraction can be further increased by modifying the foil exit surface by electronegative materials such as cesium.
Secondary electron emission: Secondary electron emission under bombardment of atomic particles involves several physical processes. [417] [418] [419] [420] [421] At first energetic electrons are collisionally produced inside the solid body by a fast moving particle. The electrons are transported to the surface, where finally they must overcome the surface potential barrier to leave the body. The number of the produced energetic electrons is roughly proportional to the particle energy loss per unit length ͑eV/Å͒, and the secondary electron yield correspondingly increases with the increasing particle energy. The depth of electron escape from solid body varies from 10 to 15 Å for metals up to ϳ100 Å for dielectrics. Electron emission from a thin foil determines detection efficiency of the direct-exposure ENA instruments ͓Fig. 16͑B͔͒ which could be about 15% for 3 keV hydrogen ENAs, and decreases rapidly to 0.5% with the energy decreasing to 600 eV. 217 Electron emission occurs from both sides of the foil, forward and backward. 253, [422] [423] [424] [425] [426] [427] There is an asymmetry in electron yield, which depends on ENA energy. If a significant part of the particle energy is lost during the foil penetration, then more energetic electrons are produced near the foil surface exposed to the incoming beam and the backward electron yield is higher. If only a small fraction of ENA energy is lost, then usually the forward emission is higher because of the apparent preferential direction of the electron motion after their birth in the foil.
An unconventional secondary electron multiplier was proposed on the basis of forward electron emission using several ultrathin foils in series with voltages between the foils to accelerate the electrons. 424 Not only emitted electrons could be multiplied in the foils but also an incoming energetic particle would deposit all its energy in several consecutive foils thus producing the maximum possible electron emission.
A conventional thin-foil TOF spectrometer allows one to determine only velocities of low-energy ENAs without mass identification. Electron emission provides a means to distinguish among ENAs with the same velocity but different masses ͑and energies͒. 24, 249, 253 More energy would be lost by ENAs with higher mass ͑energy͒ and correspondingly the electron yield would be higher. Thus the differences in numbers of emitted electrons can be used for mass identification.
Such mass identification relies on statistical properties of electron emission, i.e., the distribution of probabilities of emission of one, two, etc. electrons. Statistics of the electron emission under heavy particle bombardment was extensively studied for solid bodies. [427] [428] [429] [430] [431] [432] [433] [434] [435] The measurements of the emission statistics from the foils are limited. 253, 425, 426, 431 Deviations from a Poissonian distribution are a common feature of the electron emission from both solid bodies and foils, in particular the higher probability of emitting zero electrons ͑i.e., no emission͒ is experimentally observed.
The detailed study of the electron emission statistics from ultrathin carbon foils showed that it would be possible to distinguish between hydrogen and oxygen ENAs, but separation of helium is more difficult. 253 The measurement of pulse heights from MCP detecting electrons is successfully used for ENA mass identification in the INCA instrument on Cassini. 24 The foils could be sputtered by bombarding particles in ENA instruments. Sputtering yield depends on incoming particle mass and energy 436 and is usually much less than unity for light atoms. ENA fluxes in space are weak, and for all practical purposes one can disregard such foil degradation.
EUV interaction with foils
Thin-film filters ͑500-1500 Å͒ efficiently block background EUV/UV photon flux in high-energy ENA instruments ͑Fig. 15͒, while in low-energy ENA instruments, the photon flux is only partially attenuated by ultrathin foils ͑Fig. 16͒. The foils are directly exposed to the incoming radiation, and the photoelectrons that are indistinguishable from the electrons emitted by ENA passage may swamp the electron detectors.
External photoemission from solids is well understood and widely used in photon detectors ͑photomultipliers͒. The photoelectron yield from the exposed side of an ultrathin foil would be somewhat smaller than from the bulk material since some photons pass through the foil without absorption.
Similarly to the ENA-induced electron emission, the forward photoelectron emission is most important in ENA instruments.
Forward photoelectron yield ͑a number of photoelectrons per incident photon͒ was experimentally established for the 2 -14 g/cm 2 foil thickness range at 584 and 1216 Å. 437, 438 The yields ͑Fig. 22͒ can be best described 438 as 2.6ϫ10 Ϫ3 ϫexp(Ϫ0.38x) for 1216 Å and 1.3ϫ10 Ϫ2 ϫexp (Ϫ0.77x) for 584 Å, where x is the foil thickness in g/cm
2
. For example, approximately 10 5 photoelectrons/s would be forward emitted from a foil of 2.5 g/cm 2 thickness, 1 cm 2 area, and 1 sr field of view, pointed from 1 AU at the ''darkest'' possible direction ͑500R in H I Ly-␣͒.
Carbon foil transmittance 437, 439 at 1216 Å is shown in Fig. 23 . 438 The transmittance thickness dependence can be best described 438 as 0.26ϫexp(Ϫ0.37x), where x is the foil thickness in g/cm 2 . The foil transmittance at 584 Å can be described 438 as 0.10ϫexp(Ϫ0.56x).
E. Electrostatic mirrors
Electron transfer from the foil to the detector ͑Fig. 14͒ has to preserve information on the position of electron emission and allow precise fixing of the moment of emission. The latter requirement means that the electron TOF between the foil and the detector should be independent of the point of emission, and such systems are called isochronous. If electrons are accelerated to the same energy, then their flight distances should be equal in an isochronous device. The simplest arrangement is to position an electron detector parallel to the foil surface, however such a configuration will not let the normal-incident incoming particle to go through. Therefore the electron detector parallel to the foil can be used if the incoming particles impinge on the foil at a large angle, say 45°. 37, 328, 440 Non-normal ENA incidence is inconvenient, the foil is effectively thicker, and geometrical transparency of the supporting grid is smaller. It is preferable to mount the foil normally to the incident particles and to position the electron detector off the sensor axis without exposing it directly to the accompanying EUV/UV photons. Excellent timing and imaging properties were achieved by magnetic isochronous electron transport systems. [441] [442] [443] Bulky and heavy field shielding and high power consumption preclude their use in compact space instruments.
An alternative isochronous electron transport device on the basis of an electrostatic mirror ͑Fig. 14͒ was introduced in nuclear physics spectrometers in 1980. 368 The first grid near the foil accelerates electrons to several keV. After traveling in the field-free zone, the electrons turn 90°in the reflection field, and after crossing the field-free zone again would reach the detector D 1 . The electron flight distances are independent of the place of emission.
The electrostatic mirror also transfers an ENA-formed image from the foil to the detector D 1 ͑Fig. 14͒. The energy distribution of the emitted electrons usually peaks at 1-2 eV and has a long ''tail'' of higher energy electrons. A realistic electron accelerating voltage is limited to several kV. A simple analysis shows that uncertainty in transport of position information is mostly due to the initial lateral electron velocity, which would limit electrostatic mirror performance to an approximate 30ϫ30 pixel image. Such an image would correspond to about 1 mm position resolution for a 30-mmdiam detector. An electron has to traverse grids several times on its way from the foil to the detector; one-dimensional ͑harp͒ high-transparency (у0.95) grids are often used to minimize electron losses.
F. Diffraction filters
Separation of ENA particles from intense EUV/UV background radiation is one of the most important requirements to ENA instruments. Diffraction filters were suggested in the early 1980s to simultaneously provide efficient suppression of the incident EUV/UV radiation and high transmission for incoming particles. 177, 225 Diffraction filtering is based on the photons ability to pass through a straight channel-pore ͑slit͒ in a filter only if the channel diameter ͑slit width͒ is much larger than the photon wavelength. In contrast to photons, an ENA passes through the channel freely if it does not collide with the channel walls. Thus diffraction filters permit separation of incident ENAs from EUV/UV photons and would serve as particle collimators. The requirements to filters include efficient suppression of EUV/UV radiation, high geometrical transparency to ENAs, and mechanical robustness.
Diffraction filtering is used in the far infrared wavelength regions. For example, the reflection of radiation by porous structures with pore diameters in the micron range is utilized in ''superinsulator'' shields for thermal protection in high-vacuum low-temperature environment. Radiation suppression in the EUV/UV spectral range requires filters with an opening size of 1000 Å or less. Initial development of submicron structures for ENA imaging and EUV astronomical applications was based on nuclear track filters ͑NTF͒, 177, 225, 444, 445 and it led to successful demonstration of EUV filtering. 444 NTFs are fabricated by etching nuclear tracks produced by penetration of thin ͑1-20 m͒ films ͑mica, lavsan, makrofol, etc.͒ by high-energy (у1 MeV/nucleon) heavy (Ͼ100 amu) ions. [446] [447] [448] Almost perfectly cylindrical pores with diameters varying from 40 Å to 10 m can be reliably produced in films. Combining technological steps with different etching properties, channels with complex profiles could be obtained, e.g., funneled channels or channels with the cones at the entrance and exit connected by a straight part. NTF applications vary from diffusion enrichment of uranium to separation of cancer cells in the blood to clarification and cool stabilization of wine and beer by sieving out bacteria, sediment, and yeast. [446] [447] [448] It was eventually concluded that NTFs are of limited practical use for ENA imaging because of their inherently low geometrical transparency. 225, 229, 230, 449 ͑Substrate supported NTFs are successfully used in space solar and astrophysical observations. 450, 451 ͒ The filter holes are distributed randomly across the film with a rapid increase in hole overlapping with the increasing filter geometrical transparency. 448, 449 Hole overlapping affects both filter EUV/UV transmission and mechanical robustness. Although NTFs with geometrical transparency up to 10% have been fabricated, filters with high geometrical transparency become highly fragile yet must withstand severe vibrations and shocks of the rocket launch. NTFs generally remain mechanically strong for geometrical transparencies below 1%.
Alternative technologies that can be used for diffraction filter fabrication include microchannel plates, anodycally oxidized aluminum membranes, freestanding transmission gratings, and ion and laser hole ''drilling'' in filter films. 225 MCPs present a highly ordered structure with geometrical transparency up to 90%, 349 but the desired filter FOV would require MCP thickness and channel diameters far beyond the present-day technology. Laser and ion beam drilling of channels has its own inherent limitations. 225 Porous structures can be found in anodic oxide films on aluminum. 452, 453 When aluminum is anodized in a suitable electrolyte, a porous oxide layer develops on the surface. The film consists of the close-packed hexagonal array of cells, each containing a cylindrical pore. The pore size and the pore density depends on anodizing voltage ͑typically 10-200 V͒, whereas thickness of the porous layer is controlled coulombically. The pores are essentially parallel and pore sizes are in the 100-2500 Å range. The film thickness can be over 100 m, and geometrical transparency up to 0.25 can be obtained.
Recently developed technology allows detachment of the porous films by a programmed anodizing voltage reduction sequence. [453] [454] [455] [456] It is possible not only to separate a porous film from the bulk of aluminum but the interface region of this film containing irregularly shaped pores can be etched out. 453, 454, 456 A highly ordered metal ͑platinum and gold͒ nanohole array was recently fabricated by a two-step replication of an anodic aluminum porous membrane. 457 This metal array presents a closely packed honeycombed structure ϳ700 Å in diameter and 1-3 m thick.
Honeycomb structures on the basis of anodic membranes are not suitable yet for use as EUV/UV filters. However further development of this technology may lead to efficient diffraction filters for ENA instruments. Analysis of the currently available technologies points to the highly promising characteristics of freestanding transmission gratings that should both attenuate and polarize radiation. 225 A schematic view of a freestanding transmission grating is shown in Fig. 24 . The grating consists of a set of parallel gold bars with the period, p, and the geometrical transparency, gϭd/p, approximately one half. The grating bars are supported by an extra large-mesh grid ͑not shown in the figure͒ and an overall grating geometrical transparency can be as high as 0.25. Standard available freestanding gratings have a period of 2000 Å and useful area of 5ϫ11 mm. Gratings can be mosaiced to increase the sensitive area. Transmission gratings are manufactured at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology by a sequence of steps including holographic lithography, ion and reactive-ion etching, and electroplating. 226, 227, [458] [459] [460] [461] [462] The gratings are being produced for NASA's Advanced X-Ray Astrophysics Facility ͑AXAF͒ where 336 transmission gratings will be flown as a part of the high energy transmission grating ͑HETG͒ spectrometer. 463, 464 The present-day technology allows fabrication of gratings with a 1000 Å period. 461 Although the AXAF requirements are confined to thinfilm-supported gratings, a spin-off of the new technology is freestanding transmission gratings ͑Fig. 24͒. The freestanding gratings allowed laboratory demonstration of the de Broglie diffraction of neutral atoms, 465, 466 and they have been successfully launched for the first time on the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory ͑SOHO͒ mission as a diffracting element in the solar EUV spectrophotometer. 467 Transmission gratings can be used in a standing-alone or crossed-tandem configurations for EUV/UV filtering, 225 and they would allow one to achieve efficient radiation suppression and high ͑5%-25%͒ geometrical transparency for ENAs. [228] [229] [230] [231] EUV transmission measurements of gratings are complicated by strong dependence on the incident light polarization. One can introduce the grating transmission T P () for transmission of the light polarized parallel to the grating metal bars, and the grating transmission T S () for transmission of the light polarized perpendicular to the grating metal bars. 229, 230 The (T P /T S ) ratio may be as high as Ͼ100 at some wavelengths. The monochromatic light produced by any realistic testing facility is partially polarized. Though synchrotron light sources provide highly polarized radiation, the radiation at the monochromator exit would be partially polarized because of finite angles of acceptance into the monochromator system. 468 Grating filtering properties can be obtained, using partially polarized radiation, by independent measurement of grating transmission at two grating orientations that are mutually perpendicular and normal to the incident photon beam. 229, 230 From such measurements one can determine the sum of grating transmissions T SUM ()ϭT P ()ϩT S (). The transmission T 0 of the incident ''unpolarized'' light by a single grating is T 0 ()ϭT SUM ()/2.
An example of the measured grating transmission T 0 in the zeroth diffraction order is shown in Fig. 25 for the 520-1400 Å wavelength range. 231 The grating parameters were: period pϭ2000 Å, gap dϭ620 Å, geometrical transparency gϭd/ pϭ0.31, and thickness hϭ4940 Å. The overall ͑with supporting structure͒ grating geometric transparency, i.e., transmission to ENA fluxes, was Ϸ14%.
Total grating transmission ͑i.e., radiation intensity in all transmitted diffraction orders͒ decreases almost three orders of magnitude with the wavelength increasing from 520 to 1300 Å, from T 0 Ϸ1.7ϫ10 Ϫ2 down to 2ϫ10 Ϫ5 ͑Fig. 25͒. One can see that the usually bright 1216 Å line would be attenuated by a factor of 5ϫ10 4 by a single grating. Even more efficient EUV/UV radiation suppression can be achieved by two crossed-tandem gratings, 225, 229, 230 i.e., by two sequentially installed and perpendicularly oriented gratings. The theoretical model and a computer code simulating grating filtering properties 458 were experimentally verified in the EUV wavelength range. A transmission grating would serve as a collimator for incoming particles. In our example, the grating collimator would have an angle ϭ2 arctan(d/h)ϭ14.3°in the plane XZ and ''unlimited'' field of view ͑say Ϯ40°͒ in the plane Y Z ͑Fig. 24͒. Transmission gratings can be used in a straightforward way in one-dimensional ENA imaging instruments with 5°-10°FOV ͑1 pixel͒ in one direction and 8-20 pixels 4°-10°each in another perpendicular direction.
The efficiency of grating performance can be illustrated by an example of a direct exposure instrument ͓Fig. 16͑B͔͒ in the presence of nightglow and dayglow in the terrestrial environment. Let us consider an instrument without a transmission grating filter with a 10°ϫ20°FOV and sensitive area of 0.08 cm 2 ; the sensitive area is equivalent to a 5 ϫ11 mm grating sensitive area multiplied by a total grating geometric transparency of 0.14. For a nightglow intensity 3600 R, 273 the background photon flux into an instrument would be Ϸ2ϫ10 6 s Ϫ1 in the 400-1400 Å spectral range. The incident background photons would trigger the detectors both directly and via photoelectrons emitted from the ultrathin foil. The resulting (1 -5)ϫ10 4 detector count rate can be tolerated by MCPs, but it would lead to a random coincidence rate Ͼ50 s Ϫ1 unacceptably high for ENA measurements. Thus ENA measurements by unprotected directexposure instruments are practically impossible in the presence of nightglow and entirely impossible in the presence of the much brighter dayglow.
For an instrument with a single transmission grating filter at the entrance and identical geometric factor ͑i.e., a 10°ϫ20°FOV and sensitive area 5ϫ11 mm͒, the detector background count rates would be about 1 and 30 s Ϫ1 in the presence of nightglow and dayglow, respectively. For such counting rates the random coincidences are negligible. Thus transmission grating filters would make it possible to use the direct-exposure ENA instruments, which are most sensitive to background radiation, even in the presence of dayglow.
G. Interaction with surfaces
Detection of ultralow-energy ͑from few eV up to several hundred eV͒ ENAs in space presents a special challenge. The ENA energy is not sufficient to pass through an ultrathin foil, and foil stripping efficiency and electron emission yield fall dramatically. ENA number densities are Ͻ1 cm
Ϫ3
. The lowest density that can be detected by a state-of-the-art neutral gas mass spectrometer, such as on Cassini, is about 4 ϫ10 4 cm
. In some exceptional cases, 469 when an instrument is deeply cooled ͑as it was on Apollo 17 during lunar nighttime͒, the sensitivity can be improved to 10 2 cm
. Therefore any conventional technique based on electron impact ionization of neutrals and subsequent analysis and detection of the ions is not applicable for ENAs.
The idea behind an alternative approach with a much better sensitivity is to use an instrument sensitive to the flux of neutral particles instead of an instrument sensitive to the neutral particle number density. Even a small ͑1-20 km/s͒ neutral particle velocity relative to the spacecraft would result in a large flux of atoms into the instrument, and even a small detection efficiency of individual atoms would result in high sensitivity to the neutral particle density.
Secondary ion emission
A straightforward approach to build an instrument sensitive to the particle flux is to use secondary electron or secondary ion emission from a sensitive surface bombarded by the incoming ENA flux. An example of a secondary ion emission instrument is the interstellar neutral helium detector on Ulysses ͑see Sec. VII C 1͒. 175, 176 A similar approach was used in the PIPPI-MCP instrument on ASTRID to detect magnetospheric ENAs. 22, 23 Measuring ENAs using secondary electrons is virtually impossible because of the superior background photoelectron emission. Secondary ion emission instruments allow particle detection without the capability of energy or mass analysis, and consequently such instruments have limited applications.
Surface conversion to negative ions
An alternative approach to measure ultralow-energy ENAs in space, first suggested in 1983, 177 was formulated in detail in the early 1990s. 470 The technique is based on the surface neutral-to-negative ion conversion, followed by mass analysis and detection of the negative ions. 10 It is important that negative ions are usually absent in space plasma. In addition, all charged particles with energies Ͻ100 keV are prevented from entering ENA instruments by deflectors. Hence the detected negative ions are uniquely due to the interaction of the incoming neutral atom flux with the conversion surface.
Negative ion conversion techniques have been well developed for the production of high-intensity negative H and D ion beams that, after stripping, are used for fusion plasma energy pumping. 471, 472 The conversion on surfaces into negative ions was first suggested for fusion plasma corpuscular diagnostics in the late 1970s. 473, 474 This detection application of the effect was emphasized later [475] [476] [477] and a practical device was finally built in the early 1990s. 312, 313 The surface conversion technique is sometimes misidentified with secondary ion emission ͑Section VI G 1͒; these two techniques are based on different physical processes.
Various surfaces can be used as converters of impinging neutral atoms and molecules into negative ions. Atom conversion is generally described by electron tunneling to the classically moving atom. The negative ion yield is a convolution of the reflection coefficient and the charge transfer probability. 10, 471, 478, 479 The affinity level of the atom approaching the metal surface gradually shifts due to the attractive interaction with its image charge in the metal. 480 At a certain distance from the surface the shifted level crosses the level of the work function of the metal so that electrons can tunnel through and be captured by the atom. The initially sharp affinity level is broadened into a band of a finite width. The distance from the surface at which electrons can be captured is 6 -8a 0 ͑a 0 is a Bohr radius͒ for a partially cesium covered tungsten substrate. 481 After reflection from the surface, on the outbound leg of the particle trajectory when the affinity level becomes again higher than the work function level the electron may tunnel from the negative ion back to the empty metal states. Such a model corresponds to a zero temperature surface, and the conversion to a negative ion has an energy threshold equal to the difference between the work function and the unperturbed affinity energy. 479 If the converter temperature is not zero, then the electron distribution is smeared around the Fermi level. 482 This level smearing as well as broadening of the ion affinity level would allow electrons tunneling both ways when the particle is within a certain range of distances from the surface and would result in lowering of the effective energy threshold.
Knowing the electron transition frequency, it is possible to calculate the equilibrium probability for the atom to be negatively charged at a certain distance from the surface. Introducing further the motion of the atom ͑described classically͒ and integrating the rate equation, one can determine the probability that the atom leaves the surface as a negative ion. The charge transfer probability depends on both components of the atom velocity, parallel and perpendicular to the surface. For ENA velocities much smaller than the velocities of surface electrons, the charge transfer probability is determined mostly by the velocity component normal to the surface. 481 The highest conversion efficiencies are characteristic of surfaces with a low work function and a high density of electron states at the Fermi level. The most developed and well studied conversion surfaces are metals covered by alkali layers, e.g., by cesium, which provide the highest values of conversion efficiency.
As an example, the calculated normal-energy dependence ͑supported by the experimental data͒ of negative hydrogen ion formation is shown for three different surfaces in Fig. 26 . 483 For hydrogen ENAs with a normal velocity of 35 km/s (ϳ6.4 eV) the fraction of negative ions among the particles reflected from the tungsten surface W͑100͒ covered by a thick layer of cesium, is 5%-7%. A very thin cesium layer ͑half a monolayer͒ may give a much higher negative ion fraction. 481 However, there are difficulties in maintaining such a surface in a space instrument, and the use of a thick cesium layer may be preferable. An overall conversion coefficient of several percent could be expected for such hydrogen ENAs. [483] [484] [485] The work function of the surface is very sensitive to the degree of its coverage by cesium. For example, a clean surface of an n-type ͑100͒ silicon substrate has a work function 4.75 eV, while the work function is 2.00 and 1.47 eV for the same surface covered by a monolayer of cesium and by a half of a monolayer of cesium, respectively. 486 Controlled oxidation of cesium may lead to further lowering of the work function down to 0.9 eV. For thick layers of cesium oxides, where the substrate is not crucial, work functions of the order of 1 eV have been reported. 486, 487 Sputtering and implantation processes are unimportant for a bombardment by low energy neutral atoms, and complex multicomponent converters of cesium oxides-a mixture of Cs/Cs 2 O/Cs 2 O 2 -can be used for ENA detection. Such promising surfaces can be several hundred angstroms thick, their work functions are independent of the substrate compositions, and the cesium oxides have a vapor pressure much lower than pure cesium. 487 An exposure of oxygenated cesium surfaces to large fluxes of hydrogen may result in changes of about Ϯ0.1 eV of work function. 486 The photoemission properties of the conversion surface would depend strongly on its work function. Hence, the measurement of photoelectron emission could be used in flight instruments to monitor conditions on the conversion surface. 10, 258 Cesiated surfaces, although providing high conversion efficiencies, are not easy to maintain. Cesium has also a high vapor pressure, which could lead to instrument contamination. Metal surfaces covered by layers of alkalis other than cesium, such as Na, Rb and K can also be used for detection of hydrogen ENAs. 477, 484 Barium recently emerged as an efficient conversion surface. 471, 483, 487, 488 Barium is a much more stable and convenient material to use although initial activation-by heating 487 up to 1200 K or by sputtering off several surface atomic layers-is needed to eliminate the oxide layer and provide a metal-type surface. The ambient space plasma can be used to sputter the conversion surface: plasma ions could be sucked in, focused, and accelerated for such a purpose. The low density of the solar wind plasma may require several days of sputtering to accumulate the necessary dose. Another possible surfaces under the study are LaB 6 that also requires heating to a temperature 1400 K for activation 471 and diamond. 489, 490 Different metals, such as W and Mo, 491 as well as Mg, Cu, Au, and Pt also may serve as a conversion surface, although the typical conversion efficiencies are usually very low: 10 Ϫ4 -10 Ϫ6 . Such low efficiencies are high enough however to measure 5 eV oxygen atom fluxes at low earth orbit. The selection of the type of the conversion surface and a way to activate and control it, as well as the stability of the surface and the necessity to refresh it during a long duration space flight require further detailed study.
The process of neutral surface conversion to negative ions has an energy ͑normal component͒ threshold equal to the difference between the surface work function and electron affinity of the particle. All atoms and molecules that have a positive electron affinity can form negative ions and can be studied by the conversion technique. Electron affinities of hydrogen ͑deuterium͒ and oxygen atoms that are of FIG. 26 . Calculated negative-ion formation probability for H atoms leaving the surface along the normal vs energy. The solid line is for half a monolayer Cs coverage, the dashed line is for full monolayer Cs coverage, and the chain-dashed line is for a thick Ba coverage of the W͑110͒ surface. ͑After Ref. 483.͒ great interest for the heliospheric, magnetospheric, ionospheric, and atmospheric ENA studies are 0.74 and 1.46 eV, respectively. Work functions of various surfaces that have been used for particle conversion are presented in Table II ; some of these surfaces are especially promising for space applications. 10 Only the conversion of hydrogen and deuterium atoms with EϾ100 eV has been studied extensively. Conversion of a few other species was also measured: O, 492 489 Although surface production of negative ions is qualitatively understood, quantitative agreement between theory and experiment has been achieved only by adjusting some parameter ͑usually screening distance͒. Consequently, one has to be cautious in making specific numerical predictions of energy thresholds and conversion probabilities without experimental verification.
Special consideration should be given to the possibility of measuring helium ENA fluxes. Helium ENAs that carry important scientific information are expected in both magnetospheric and heliospheric environment. The surface conversion technique was originally proposed for in situ measurement of ultralow-energy hydrogen, deuterium, and oxygen ENA fluxes. 10, 470 Later it was asserted that the technique would be efficient for detection of helium ENAs, too. 257, 258 Helium is known to have very weakly bound ͑0.076 eV͒ metastable negative ion state He Ϫ ( 4 P). 497, 498 He Ϫ can be formed from neutral He in an excited 3 S state 19.8 eV above the ground state level, and helium conversion to negative ions was demonstrated only on Na surfaces. 476, 499 The maximum negative fraction peaked at 0.14%, 476, 499 and not at 14% as was erroneously stated. 257 This maximum yield is achieved for helium ions leaving the surface with energies in the 8-12 keV range. The negative fraction yield rapidly falls down to 0.02% with the energy decreasing to 2 keV. It was found that helium conversion efficiency dramatically depends on cleanness of the Na surface and is especially sensitive to the surface contamination by carbon and oxygen. 476 The ENA conversion efficiency is a convolution of the reflection coefficient and the energy-dependent negative charge fraction yield. The energy dependence of negative fraction yield is determined by the physical mechanism 476, 499 that requires helium initial excitation to a highly energetic state. Such an excitation may occur only in rare close collisions with target atoms, 499 and the probability of such collisions would precipitously decrease with the decreasing particle energy. Weakly bound metastable He Ϫ is susceptible to destruction through deexcitation in the vicinity of the surface, and the probability of leaving the surface as a negative ion would also decrease with the decreasing ion energy. These effects result in vanishing conversion efficiency for incident He energies less than several hundred eV, which makes the technique inapplicable for ultralow-energy helium ENAs.
The potential problem for the surface conversion technique is a possibility of producing negative ions by sputtering previously adsorbed atoms and molecules. Energetic ions with energy Ͼ100-200 keV ͑flux 1 cm Ϫ2 s Ϫ1 sr Ϫ1 at 1 AU from the Sun͒ would pass the ion deflector at the entrance and would hit the conversion surface, sputtering negative ions. Photosputtering of surface atoms 500 by the background EUV/UV radiation may also contribute to negative ion production. Most of the surface contamination may come from the adsorption of atoms and molecules outgassing from the instrument elements and the spacecraft itself. Therefore a special effort must be devoted to maintaining a clean conversion surface in the instrument.
VII. REPRESENTATIVE ENA INSTRUMENTS
A. High-energy ENA instruments 1 Solid-state detector instrument on CRRES A medium energy ion and neutral atom spectrometer was flown on the Combined Release and Radiation Effects Satellite ͑CRRES͒ in 1991 in a low-earth orbit. 125 The instrument was capable of measuring ENA flux and energy with the imaging capabilities provided by spacecraft pointing. The measurement technique was based on ion momentum per charge separation in a 7 kG magnetic field followed by particle detection by solid-state detectors ͑Fig. 27͒. 21 A sensor, located directly in line with the collimator, measured magnetospheric ENAs and had an ion rejection up to ϳ50 MeV amu/q 2 . The ENA detector was of p-type silicon to improve light rejection and reduce radiation damage; a 20 g/cm 2 aluminum surface deposit determined energy thresholds for particles.
The signal from the ENA solid-state detector was pulseheight analyzed with an 8-bit resolution in 256 levels, providing information on total particle energy. To reduce noise, silicon sensors, preamplifiers, and electronic box were cooled down to Ϫ55, Ϫ12, and 0°C, respectively. A rather small instrument geometrical factor (10 Ϫ3 -10 Ϫ2 cm 2 sr) results in low count rates and very limited imaging capabilities. For example, the integral ENA count rate above 40 keV at 600 km altitude is about 1 s Ϫ1 during a large geomagnetic storm. 125 The strong magnetic field in a 5 mm entrance gap was produced by SmCo permanent magnets. An iron yoke completely surrounded the magnetic field except the entrance aperture, for reduction of the magnetic stray fields. Shape and dimensions of the yoke were optimized to reduce the instrument mass ͑5.7 kg͒. The advantages of the instrument include simplicity, particle energy analysis, and low power consumption; the disadvantages are related to small geometrical throughput and lack of internal imaging capabilities.
High-energy neutral particle imager
A powerful high-energy ENA imager with mass identification capabilities is shown in Fig. 28 .
111 A simplified conceptually similar instrument has been launched as a part of the HEP instrument on the GEOTAIL spacecraft. 20 The parallel plates at the instrument 111 entrance collimate ENAs in one dimension and eliminate ͑deflect͒ incoming charged particles. Plate serration reduces particle forward scattering into the sensor. An incoming ENA passes through two thin foils at the front ͑foil no. 1͒ and back ͑foil no. 2͒ of the sensor. The secondary electrons emitted from the foils are accelerated toward a central electrostatic mirror and directed toward two MCP-based position-sensitive detectors, which are also START and STOP detectors for the TOF analyzer.
The measured positions of the electron impinging on the MCP detectors are used for reconstruction of the particle trajectory in the sensor, and correspondingly the incoming ENA trajectory ͑flight direction͒. The uncertainty in the trajectory resulted from ͑1͒ ENA scattering in the foil No. 1 and ͑2͒ the effect of initial electron energy on electron transport in electrostatic mirrors.
The electrostatic mirrors are isochronous for electrons emitted from both foil No. 1 and foil No. 2, and the measurement of the time interval between electron detections establishes particle velocity in the sensor. After passage of an incoming ENA through both foils, its total energy is measured by a solid-state detector. The imager determines ENA trajectory, ENA velocity, and energy ͑and correspondingly mass͒. ENA detection requires signals from all three detectors, two MCP detectors FIG. 27 . Principle of operation of the medium energy ion and neutral atom spectrometer on CRRES which is based on ion momentum, mass defect, and energy analysis using a 7 kG magnet and an array of cooled solid-state sensors. ͑After Ref. 21 . ͒   FIG. 28 . Schematic of the high-energy ENA imager, which consists of a collimator/deflector, an imaging TOF detector for measuring the arrival direction and velocity of the incoming neutrals, and a solid state detector for measuring their energy. ͑After Ref. 111 .͒ and a solid-state detector, within a well defined time interval (Ͻ200 ns). The triple coincidence requirement assures virtually noise-free ENA detection. If an ion with high energy, say Ͼ1 MeV, passes through the deflector, its energy and/or velocity are measured by the instrument, and such an event would be rejected as a non-ENA detection.
Background EUV/UV photons would produce photoelectrons from the thin foils triggering MCP detectors. Foil No. 1 must be thick enough ͑e.g., Ͼ600 Å͒ to attenuate the EUV/UV to an acceptable level, so that MCP detectors are not swamped by noise counts ͑i.e., keep count rates Ͻ1000 s Ϫ1 ͒. The thin foil and the energy threshold of the solid-state detector establish instrument energy threshold at Ͼ(10-20) keV/nucleon.
ENA imaging camera INCA on Cassini
The ion neutral camera ͑INCA͒, probably the most advanced ever-built ENA instrument, was developed for the Cassini mission ͑launch October 1997͒ to Saturn ͑Fig. 29͒. 24 The INCA's entrance includes a serrated plate fan charged particle deflector with a FOV of 90°ϫ120°. The deflector plates are constructed of epoxy graphite composite and coated with a conductive coating. 24 The plates are serrated to minimize ENA forward scattering, and electric potentials up to Ϯ6 kV are applied to the alternate plates. The deflector prevents charged particles with energies up to 500 keV/e from entering the instrument.
A specially designed three-layer foil 438, 501 at the entrance slit is 9.5 g/cm 2 Si, 6.0 g/cm 2 Lexan, and 3.0 g/cm 2 C. The foil composition is optimized to maximize UV suppression while providing high electron yield. 438 The foil attenuates 1216 Å radiation by four orders of magnitude, and it would scatter incoming 50 keV protons by 5°͑ FWHM͒ and 200 keV O by 7°.
Secondary electrons emitted from the entrance foil are steered toward the imaging one-dimensional MCP detector, which determines the ENA entrance coordinate normal to the plane of Fig. 29 and produces a START signal for the TOF analyzer. A two-dimensional imaging MCP detector fixes particle position at the back of the sensor and provides a STOP signal for the TOF analyzer. Electrons backward emitted from a thin foil at the entrance of the stop MCP detector are directed toward a coincidence MCP detector.
The measured particle coordinates allow reconstruction of a two-dimensional ENA trajectory within the instrument 90°ϫ120°FOV; the time interval between signals from the START and STOP detectors determine particle velocity inside the sensor. The triple coincidence ENA detection efficiently suppresses noise. A triple coincidence random noise rate due to background EUV/UV radiation is expected to be about seven events per year. 24 The secondary electrons forward emitted from the foil in front of the STOP detector are accelerated into the stop MCP detector. The ENAs with identical velocities but different masses would have different energies ͑proportional to particle mass͒. Different energy losses in the foil result in a different number of the forward emitted electrons. INCA can reliably distinguish between hydrogen and oxygen ENAs by recording the pulse height of the MCP signal. The first flown ENA instrument 119, 212 was based on ENA stripping in an ultrathin foil and subsequent analysis and detection of positive ions by a simple electrostatic analyzer ͑Fig. 8͒. The technique of ion energy and mass analysis significantly improved since then, and much more sophisticated, efficient and compact analyzers were developed.
An advanced foil stripping ENA imager 216 for a spinning spacecraft is shown in Fig. 30 . Low-energy ENAs transit a collimator that sets polar and azimuthal fields of view and passes through a 1.1 g/cm 2 carbon foil. The ionized ͑stripped͒ ENAs enter a hemispheric electrostatic analyzer. Most of the stripped ENAs are singly charged, and if an ion energy is within the electrostatic analyzer passband, it would reach the ion detector.
The ion detector itself is a combination of another ultrathin foil and two MCP position-sensitive detectors. An ion transiting this second foil produces secondary electron emission. Measurement of the coordinates of both electron and particle impact positions allows reconstruction of the trajectory of the incident ENA. The time interval between electron and particle detections establishes the velocity of the ion and efficiently suppresses noise counts as well. Since the ion energy was selected by electrostatic analyzer, the ENA's mass can be determined. ͑Introduction of the diffraction filters allows one to use the first foil for generation of the START signal. 182, 230, 231 Thus it would become possible to combine energy and TOF analyses in a simpler configuration with one thin foil only. 502 
͒
The ENA imager design ͑Fig. 30͒ allows one to build instruments with such exceptionally large geometrical factors as 1 (cm 2 sr keV͒/keV, especially suitable for detection of weak ENA fluxes. 216 The instrument's instantaneous FOV could be 120°ϫ2°with 120°ϫ360°coverage during one spacecraft spin; the nominal angular resolution is 2°ϫ2°F WHM and the energy range 0.8-30 keV for hydrogen ENAs.
ENA direct-exposure analyzer
A direct-exposure ENA instrument was developed to study the solar wind neutral component. 182, 217 It consists of a collimator/baffle, permanent magnet deflector, optional diffraction filter, and an ultrathin foil TOF analyzer ͑Fig. 31͒. When a background EUV/UV photon enters the analyzer, it may be either absorbed by the foil ͑with possible photoelectron emission and triggering of an electron detector, D 1 or D 2 ͒ or pass through the foil and trigger the ''particle'' detector, D 3 . An ENA arrival may result in triggering both the electron detector ͑or two electron detectors͒ and the particle detector. Thus one can extract a weak signal due to ENAs from the superior photon background by counting double or triple coincidences. By measuring time intervals between the detections of electrons and corresponding particles one determines ENA velocity distribution. The FOV and sensitive area of the sensor are restricted by the requirement to limit MCP count rates by Ͻ10 4 s
Ϫ1
. ENA detection efficiency ͑the probability to produce a TOF event͒ is determined by the efficiency of electron emission from the foil and particle detection by D 3 , and it decreases with the decreasing energy from 15% at E ϭ3000 eV down to ϳ0.5% at Eϭ600 eV. Energy ͑velocity͒ resolution of the instrument is determined by straggling and scattering in the ultrathin foil; it is about E/⌬EϷ2 at E ϭ1000 eV, and it improves with the increasing ENA energy. 182, 217 The diffraction filter ͑NTF in Fig. 31͒ technology was not developed at the time of building the neutral solar wind instrument. Recently introduced transmission grating filters ͑Sec. VI F͒ make it possible to build a conceptually similar highly efficient compact ENA analyzers with internal imaging capabilities. Such instruments would be especially attractive for applications when miniaturization is required.
C. Ultralow-energy ENA instruments
Secondary ion emission instrument GAS on Ulysses
The Ulysses GAS experiment is designed to directly measure the flux of interstellar helium in the solar system. 153, 154, [174] [175] [176] The instrument ͑Fig. 32͒ is based on secondary emissions from a lithium fluoride ͑LiF͒ surface bombarded by the ultralow-energy ͑30-100 eV͒ interstellar helium atoms. The incoming ENAs are converted into secondary electrons and ions, and depending on the polarity of the accelerating voltage either electrons or positive ions can be accelerated and detected by CEMs. The instrument consists of two independent detection channels with different FOV, light baffle, electrostatic deflector, LiF furnace for inflight refreshing of the sensitive surfaces, and a quartz crystal to monitor LiF deposition. 176 An integrated turntable in con- A clever choice of the sensitive surface material was crucial to the success of this experiment. In order to maximize secondary ion emission, the choice of the surface material is determined by the requirement to contain relatively light atomic species to facilitate momentum transfer in collisions with impinging helium atoms. To minimize photon scattering and electron emission due to EUV/UV background ͑mostly H I Ly-␣ 1216 Å͒, the material should be transparent to radiation. Lithium fluoride is the material of choice that provides high yield up to several percent of Li ϩ ions. Photosputtering of LiF by EUV/UV radiation is not a problem in this application, although one has to be cautious since experimental data on photosputtering of earth alkalis are scarce. 500, 503 The maximum Ly-␣ suppression requires the highest possible transparency of the sensitive surface material. Freshly deposited LiF layers are highly transparent to Ly-␣, but after some time photoelectron emission increases. Even a small absorption of radiation ͑that is photon interaction with material electrons͒ would increase photoelectron emission. Surface layer modification would also increase photon scattering and adversely affect secondary ion emission. Therefore the instrument sensitive surface is refreshed periodically in flight by depositing several new layers of LiF. A tiny furnace, filled with 2 mm 3 of LiF, is heated by telecommand up to about 600°C, where mild evaporation of LiF refreshes the sensitive surface. Special custom-made miniature CEMs with low intrinsic noise are used as detectors. The small detector size minimizes the noise count rate due to penetrating cosmic radiation and to ␥ rays from the radioisotope thermal generator ͑RTG͒ that provides power to the spacecraft.
Most of the interstellar helium measurements are performed in the secondary ion counting mode. In this mode the EUV/UV background is nearly completely suppressed since photoelectrons released from the surface cannot reach the CEM entrance because of its bias voltage; photons cannot reach it either because the CEM is placed in ''shadow.''
Conversion surface instruments
Detection of ultralow energy ENAs by surface conversion to negative ions is an emerging field of space instrumentation driven by potential science return. A possible schematic of ultralow-energy ENA instruments is shown in Fig.  33 . The instrument design can be optimized depending on the species to be measured and experimental requirements. If only a few species are to be detected and the neutral particle flux is relatively high, for example O atoms at low earth orbit, then negative ions formed at the conversion surface can be accelerated up to a certain voltage, pass through a mass analyzer ͑e.g., quadrupole or magnetic͒ and be detected by an ion detector ͓Fig. 33͑A͔͒. Such an application does not require highly efficient conversion, and simple and stable surfaces ͑e.g., gold͒ can be used.
For low-intensity magnetospheric and heliospheric ENA fluxes, the negative ions are accelerated and separated ͑not shown͒ from electrons and photons, mass analyzed and detected in a noise-free mode by a TOF analyzer ͓Fig. 33͑B͔͒. Various designs of ion analyzers can be effectively employed for negative ion collection, separation from electrons and photons, and ion mass analysis. 10, 11, 257, 258, 504 
VIII. DISCUSSION
Almost three decades of ENA instrument development led to practical implementation of ENA imaging of space plasmas. Dedicated simple ENA instruments were recently flown on CRRES 21 and ASTRID 22, 23 missions in low-earth orbit. A sophisticated first large-size ENA camera 24 will perform imaging of the Saturn's magnetosphere on the Cassini mission to be launched in October 1997. ENA instruments covering a broad energy range will image the terrestrial magnetosphere on the IMAGE mission to be launched in January 2000. Several other space missions are in different stages of planning and design. Simultaneous magnetosphere imaging from several spatially separated spacecraft will open the way for stereoscopic imaging. 505 ENA instrument development continues with the emphasis on expanding energy range, improving mass, and energy identification capabilities and imaging resolution. Increase in instrument geometric factor ͑throughput͒ remains an everpresent issue, in particular for compact instruments.
A. High-energy ENA instrumentation
One can expect further integration of electronics with multianode solid-state detectors, increasing number and size of individual anodes and performing as much as possible signal handling on the detector substrate. An INCA imager and various instruments on its basis are suitable for flying on many missions and will provide the most detailed information on characteristics of high-energy ENAs in space.
B. Low-energy ENA instrumentation
The foil-stripping technique is mature and ready for applications on a variety of missions. A large foil-stripping imager, as in Fig. 30 , would provide a breakthrough in imaging of the terrestrial magnetosphere. A combination of newly developed transmission grating diffraction filters with the direct-exposure technique would allow building a new generation of highly efficient ENA imagers with the wide ͑0.5-70 keV͒ energy range. Diffraction filters will allow one to improve EUV/UV noise suppression in various other ENA instruments.
C. Ultralow-energy ENA instrumentation
Possible applications of the secondary ion emission technique are limited, since it is not capable of mass and energy analysis, and thus can be used efficiently only when composition and energy of incoming particles are known and the goal is to establish ENA angular distribution ͑i.e., to obtain the image͒. The technique can be further improved by secondary electron-secondary ion coincidence detection that would introduce new imaging and noise-suppression capabilities. 392 An exceptionally promising surface conversion-tonegative ions technique when fully developed will provide a tool for in situ study of interstellar gas, heliospheric, magnetospheric, and ionospheric ENAs, tenuous exospheres of planets, comets, and asteroids, as well as monitoring of atomic and molecular oxygen at the low earth orbit. 10 The technique requires extensive laboratory development, accumulation of an experimental database, and feasibility demonstration. it is necessary not only to convert ENAs to negative ions, but to confidently relate negative ion properties to those of incoming ENAs. The technique development and testing, as sometimes overlooked, requires the use of a reliable controlled beam of fast neutral atoms ͑a few eV-1000 eV͒ in the ground state. Even a small contamination of the beam by metastable atoms, which are routinely produced in charge exchange, may significantly distort the measurements.
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